Okanogan County Final Environmental Impact Statement
For the Okanogan County Comprehensive Plan
Appendix: Comment Response
This appendix to the Final Environmental Impact Statement (“FEIS”) contains comments received on the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (“DEIS”) during the 30-day comment period and provides
response to those comments. The comment period on the DEIS was November 10, 2021 to December
10, 2021. In total, nine (9) comment letters were received during the comment period.
Written comments appear at the end of this appendix, with individual comments marked. See responses
to written comments in Table 2 below. Comments that state an opinion or preference are acknowledged
with a response that indicates the comment is acknowledged and/or provided to the appropriate
decision maker(s). Comments that ask questions, request clarifications or corrections, or are related to
the DEIS analysis are provided a response that explains the FEIS approach, offers corrections, or provides
other appropriate replies.
Table 1. Written Correspondence Received
Agency/Individual Name
Tim Trohimovich, AICP, Director of
Planning & Law, Future Wise; Lorah
Super, Program Director, Methow
Valley Citizens Council (MVCC)
Confederated Tribes of the ColvilIe
Reservation
Confederated Tribes and Bands of
the Yakama Nation
Okanogan County Farm Bureau
Washington Department of Fish and
Wildlife
Sirinda Krueger
Isabelle Spohn
Mazama Advisory Committee
Dr. and Mrs. Bernard Thurlow
Table 2. Response to Comment

Letter Date
December 10, 2021

Letter Number
1

December 2, 2021

2

November 29, 2021

3

November 26, 2021
December 6, 2021

4
5

December 10, 2021
December 9, 2021
December 9, 2021
December 8, 2021

6
7
8
9
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Comment
Number

Response
Okanogan County plans under the Planning Enabling Act, not the Growth Management Act. The
proposed action is to update the Comprehensive Plan under the Planning Enabling Act. The

11

County’s update to the Comprehensive Plan does not adopt or change the County’s zone code.
Because the proposed action does not change the zone code, consideration of the maximum
potential development under the zone code or any future amendment thereto is beyond the
scope of analysis required by the State Environmental Policy Act (“SEPA”).
The County considered the impacts of each Alternative to groundwater in Section 3.2.2 of the
DEIS. The County has disclosed anecdotal information pertaining to the drying of groundwater
wells in section 3.2.2 of the DEIS. The Comprehensive Plan is a policy level document to guide
future planning decisions. The Comprehensive Plan does not approve the creation of new lots or
building permit applications.

1.2

Commensurate with the level of detail available with respect to the Comprehensive Plan, the
DEIS qualitatively evaluated the potential for growth to impact water resources and how such
impacts would differ between Alternatives. The physical and legal availability of water for
subdivisions and building permits will be evaluated in future site-specific decisions, as required
by RCW 58.17.110 and RCW 19.27.097.

1.3

1.4

The County has prepared and fully analyzed the impacts of the update to the Comprehensive
Plan in the DEIS. The County did not rely on existing regulations to justify forgoing analysis under
SEPA. The County is in the process of updating its critical areas regulations.
The primary objective of the Comprehensive Plan is to plan for the next 20 years of projected
growth. In addition to considering population growth projections from the Office of Financial
Management (OFM), Section 3.1.3 of the DEIS also evaluated growth based on historic rates of
development, which includes permanent residences, second homes, and vacation homes.
Although the medium growth scenario of the OFM targets were selected as the growth target by
the Board of County Commissioners, the DEIS concluded that in Section 3.1.4, the number of
existing undeveloped lots could accommodate any of the OEM growth scenarios, including the
high growth scenario, which would far exceed the growth anticipated by evaluating historic rates
of development.
The Comprehensive Plan does not approve or authorize development; nevertheless, the DEIS
adequately considered the potential for growth in the County over the planning horizon,
including from seasonal, second or vacation homes.

1.5
1.6
1.7

See response to comment 1.4. Although the DEIS sufficiently addressed the requested
information, additional detail has been added to section 3.2.2 of the FEIS as background
information.
The DEIS discusses historic population growth in Section 3.1.3. See response to comment 1.4.
See response to comments 1.4 and 1.5. The number of permit-exempt wells in the County is
addressed in Section 3.1.3. The DEIS acknowledges and takes into account that permit-exempt
wells have historically been a common method for securing water for residential development in
rural areas where public water from municipal water systems is not available. Although the DEIS
2
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Response
sufficiently addressed the requested information, further background information has been
added to Section 3.2.2 of the FEIS.
The Comprehensive Plan is a policy document. It does not encourage, approve or authorize
growth. The number of undeveloped lots that exist today could accommodate any of the OFM
growth scenarios. Therefore, none of the Alternatives considered would constrain growth.

1~

The DEIS analyzes the impacts of greater potential growth in rural areas as compared to urban
areas through its comparison of Alternatives. The noted statement has been clarified in the FEIS.
The comparison of Alternatives in Section 3.2.2 of the DEIS addresses the impact of location of
growth on water use. The DEIS states “Alternatives under review in this DEIS will also impact the
amount of groundwater used through influence on the settlement pattern. While all Alternatives
plan for the same number of households anticipated in the medium growth scenario, the impact
of future water use may vary on the location of development. Alternative 3 and Alternative 4
would direct a higher proportion of growth to the cities and towns and their respective

19

expansion areas. Thus, under Alternatives 3 and 4 a higher percentage of households would be
located in areas where they would be served by municipal water systems. This would result in a
commensurate reduction of the new households in rural areas using permit exempt
wells, and thus could decrease reliance on groundwater and impacts thereto.’T

1.10

1 11

1.12

Although the DEIS sufficiently addressed the requested information, additional relevant
information has been added to the existing conditions discussion in Section 3.2.2 of the FEIS to
reflect quantity of water associated with rural water use.
See response to comment 1.9.
The DEIS discloses limitations on water availability in Section 3.2.2, as it provides that “anecdotal
information from well drillers reveals that in some areas of the County replacement wells have
been drilled to replace wells that have gone dry. No coordinated research has been conducted on
this issue.” Although the DEIS sufficiently addressed the requested information, additional
analysis has been added to the comparison of alternatives in Section 3.2.2 to address this
comment.
The Comprehensive Plan does not approve the creation of new lots or building permit
applications. Commensurate with the level of detail available with respect to the Comprehensive
Plan, the DEIS qualitatively evaluated the potential for growth to impact water resources and
how such impacts would differ between Alternatives. The physical and legal availability of water
for subdivisions and building permits will be evaluated in future site-specific decisions, as
required by RCW 58.17.110 and RCW 19.27.097. The site-specific decisions will account for
senior water rights holders. Regardless of the Alternative selected, state law restricts the use of
water that would impair senior water rights holders.
The Comprehensive Plan does not approve the creation of new lots or building permit
applications. Commensurate with the level of detail available with respect to the Comprehensive
Plan, the DEIS qualitatively evaluated the potential for growth to impact water resources and
how such impacts would differ between Alternatives.
The physical and legal availability of water for subdivisions and building permits will be evaluated
in future site-specific decisions, as required by RCW 58.17.110 and RCW 19.27.097. The site3
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specific decisions will account for senior water rights holders. Regardless of the Alternative
selected, state law restricts the use of water that would impair senior water rights holders.
The Comprehensive Plan does not approve the creation of new lots or building permit
applications. Commensurate with level of detail available with respect to the Comprehensive
Plan, the DEIS qualitatively evaluated the potential for growth to impact water resources and
how such impacts would differ between Alternatives.

1.13
The physical and legal availability of water for subdivisions and building permits will be evaluated
in future site-specific decisions, as required by RCW 58.17.110 and RCW 19.27.097. The sitespecific decisions will account for senior water rights holders. Regardless of the Alternative
selected, state law restricts the use of water that would impair senior water rights holders.
See response to comment 1.5.
1 14
~

Section 3.2.2 of the DEIS compares the potential for additional permit-expert wells under each
Alternative based on whether that Alternative will encourage more or less growth outside of
areas served by municipal water systems. Although the DEIS sufficiently addressed the
requested information, Section 3.2.2 of the FEIS has been updated with additional analysis.
Impacts resulting from the reservation of water under WAC 173-548-030(2) are attributable to
the creation of such rule and are not impacts of the proposed action.

1.15

The Comprehensive Plan does not approve the creation of new lots or building permit
applications. The physical and legal availability of water for subdivisions and building permits will
be evaluated in future site-specific decisions, as required by RCW 58. 17.110 and RCW 19.27.097.

1 16

Comment acknowledged. The FEIS has been updated to reflect the suggested mitigation
measure.

.

1 17
~

The County is currently conducting an update of its critical areas regulations consistent with best
available science.
Section 3.4.4 of the DEIS provides a qualitative analysis of the impacts of each Alternative on
wildfire, which includes a discussion of the impact of limited access on firefighting personnel.
Although the DEIS sufficiently addressed the requested information, FEIS section 3.4.4 was
updated to reflect additional analysis pertaining to risks to first responders related to wildfire.
The proposed action does not include an amendment to the zoning code. When the zoning code

1 18
.

is updated, additional analysis of impacts to fire and police service resources may be conducted
based on the additional information provided based on the updates to the zoning code.
The DEIS recognized that the County can mitigate the impacts of wildfires through community
planning measures and implement the mitigation measures through regulation. This level of
analysis is appropriate for a non-project ElS, for which the SEPA regulations allow flexibility
because there is less detailed information available. WAC 197-11-442.

1 19
~

Section 3.4.4 of the DEIS provides a qualitative analysis of the impacts of each Alternative on
wildfire, which includes a discussion of the impact of limited access. Although the DEIS
4
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sufficiently addressed the requested information, FEIS section 3.4.4 was updated to reflect
additional analysis pertaining to risks associated with wildfires in areas with limited access.
See response to comment 1.18.
The Community Wildfire Protection Plan is discussed as reasonable mitigation, but it is not part
of the proposed action. The discussion of the Community Wildfire Protection Plan as a mitigation
measure that could be implemented is sufficient because the Plan would not involve substantial
changes to the proposal causing significant adverse impacts. Pursuant to WAC 197-11-660, the

1 21

EIS need not analyze mitigation measures in detail unless they involve substantial changes to the
proposal causing significant adverse impacts, or new information regarding significant impacts,
and those measures will not be subsequently analyzed under SEPA. Although the impacts from
updating the Comprehensive Plan are not deemed to be significant, throughout the DEIS, the
County has identified reasonable mitigation measures that could further reduce impacts
pursuant to WAC 197-11-440(6)(c)(iii).
Section 3.5 of the DEIS analyzes the impacts of the Alternatives on plant and animal species
broadly, and the analysis is not limited to impacts on endangered and threatened species. The
existing conditions subsection of Section 3.5 has been revised to clarify the breadth of the
species that exist within the County. Section 3.5 compares the impacts of each Alternative on

1 22

plant and animal species. The DEIS does not analyze the impacts of the Alternatives on a species
by species basis, because the Comprehensive Plan is a non-project action and there is less
detailed information available on a non-project action than a project action. WAC 197-11-442.
The County will address the site-specific impacts of future changes to the zoning code or future
development actions at the time those actions are put forth for review. The County will update
the CAO in a separate process.
The DEIS identifies as an impact to plants and animals the installation of impervious surfaces in
Section 3.5. However, because lot coverage requirements are part of the existing zone code,
these requirements do not vary by alternative evaluated in the DEIS.

1.23

The provisions described in the comment are provisions of the existing zone code or the critical
areas ordinance that are not part of the proposed action. To the extent changes will be made to
those provisions in the future, environmental review will be conducted, as required, on such
changes at that time.
Section 3.6 of the DEIS analyzes the impacts of the Comprehensive Plan alternatives on
transportation, including primitive roads. The Comprehensive Plan provides general goals and

1 24

policies related to development in the County over the planning horizon but does not change or
amend the zoning code or approve any site specific action or development, or induce growth.
Because each Alternative considered accommodates the projected growth over the planning
horizon, the analysis in the EIS compares how each Alternative would direct such growth.
The level of analysis conducted with respect to transportation impacts is appropriate for a non
project ElS, for which the SEPA regulations allow flexibility because there is less detailed
information available. WAC 197-11-442. The proposed action does not include an amendment

1 25

to the zoning code. When the zoning code is updated, additional analysis of impacts to
transportation will be conducted, as required. The DEIS discusses a range of mitigation measures
on the transportation system.

5
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Impacts to agriculture were considered throughout various sections of the DEIS. That

1 26

information has been consolidated in response to this comment in the FEIS at Section 3.4.5. The
DEIS does not change existing zoning and thus an analysis of the impacts of changing the zone
code is beyond the scope of this EIS.
The DEIS addresses the impact on water use from changes from agriculture to other use in
Section 3.2.1. As stated in the DEIS, Alternatives 2 and 3, which increase lands designated as

1 27

agricultural resource compared to Alternative 1, may result in increased water use to serve
agricultural purposes. The source of such water could be surface water or groundwater. The DEIS
assesses the potential increased risk of wildlife hazard that would result from shifting
development to rural areas, including agricultural changes, in Section 3.4.4.
The noted appendices are available with the FEIS.
Comment acknowledged.
This comment appears to be directed at the Comprehensive Plan, and not the DEIS. The
comment has been noted and will be provided to the Okanogan County Planning Commission for
consideration in developing their recommendation on the Comprehensive Plan.
This comment appears to be directed at the Comprehensive Plan, and not the DEIS. The
comment has been noted and will be provided to the Okanogan County Planning Commission for
consideration in developing their recommendation on the Comprehensive Plan.
Alternative 3 has been selected and identified as the Preferred Alternative in the FEIS.
A reach scale analysis is beyond the scope of what is required by SEPA. The level of analysis
provided is appropriate for a non-project EIS, for which the SEPA regulations allow flexibility
because there is less detailed information available. WAC 197-11-442.
See response to comment 3.3

.

1.28
2.1
2.2

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
41
~

The DEIS considered all prior comments provided on previous drafts of the DEIS and the draft
Comprehensive Plan and made revisions where appropriate.
Comment noted. The DEIS notice indicated that the comment deadline for the DEIS was
December 10, 2021. Although certain pages in the DEIS reflected the December 10, 2021

42
~

comment deadline, one page indicated the deadline was December 8, 2021. The DEIS available
on the County’s website for review by the public was updated shortly after its initial publication
to consistently reflect the DEIS comment deadline as December 10, 2021. The County accepted
all_comments_received_on_the_DEIS_through_December_10,_2021.
The notice for the DEIS provided the comment deadline for the DEIS. The notice for the
Comprehensive Plan provided the comment deadline for the Comprehensive Plan. To ensure
that any confusion by members of the public with respect to such notices did not affect their
ability to comment, the County accepted comments on the Comprehensive Plan through the
comment deadline for the DEIS (December 10, 2021), which was the later of the two deadlines.
As indicated in the notice for the DEIS, the public hearing on the Comprehensive Plan would also
provide an opportunity for comment on the DEIS. The County accepted comments on the DEIS at
such public hearing, which was held on November 29, 2021 in accordance with the notice for the
Comprehensive Plan. The Planning Commission has scheduled a Special Meeting on December
27, 2021 to consider its recommendation on the Comprehensive Plan in light of all comments
received and the analysis in the FEIS.

4.3

44
.

Publicly owned lands are subsumed with the categories of land use designations shown in Tables
1,2,and3.
6
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SEPA only requires analysis of impacts to elements of the environment listed in WAC 197-11-444
and excludes from mandatory ElS coverage purely economic, social, and other nonenvironmental
impacts.

4.5

4.6

47

5.1

The Comprehensive Plan does not update the zone code or impose any additional regulatory
requirements. The impacts of existing regulatory requirements are not impacts of the
Comprehensive Plan update.

An EIS is not required to evaluate and document all of the possible effects and considerations of
a decision or to contain the balancing judgments that must ultimately be made by the decision
makers. WAC 197-11-448(1). Economic competition is not required to be discussed in an EIS.
WAC 197-11-448(3). SEPA only requires analysis of impacts to elements of the environment listed
in WAC 197-11-444 and excludes from mandatory ElS coverage purely economic, social, and
other nonenvironmental impacts. The DEIS analyzed the environmental impacts of the
Comprehensive Plan.
Implementation of the 2020 Watershed Plan for the Okanogan River Basin is discussed as
potential mitigation. Its implementation is not part of or required by the Comprehensive Plan.
Pursuant to WAC 197-11-660, the EIS need not analyze mitigation measures in detail unless they
involve substantial changes to the proposal causing significant adverse impacts, or new
information regarding significant impacts, and those measures will not be subsequently analyzed
under SEPA. Although the impacts from updating the Comprehensive Plan are not deemed to be
significant, throughout the DEIS, the County has identified reasonable mitigation measures that
could further reduce impacts pursuant to WAC 197-11-440(6)(c)(iii).
Comment acknowledged.
This comment appears to be directed at the Comprehensive Plan, and not the DEIS. The
comment has been noted and will be provided to the Okanogan County Planning Commission for
consideration in developing their recommendation on the Comprehensive Plan.

2

The
County hasaction
previously
adopted
critical
areasaction.
regulations.
Those
arethe
notprocess
part ofof
the proposed
or altered
by the
proposed
However,
theregulations
County is in
updating those regulations.
The mitigation measures section has been updated to incorporate as a potential mitigation
measure incorporating the standard set forth in WAC 365-196-830(4).
This comment appears to be directed at the Comprehensive Plan, and not the DEIS. The
comment has been noted and will be provided to the Okanogan County Planning Commission for
consideration in developing their recommendation on the Comprehensive Plan.

~

The Comprehensive Plan adopts the definition of “fish and wildlife habitat conservation areas”
set forth in WAC 365-190-030. The County has previously adopted critical areas regulations.
Those regulations are not part of the proposed action or altered by the proposed action;
however, the County is in the process of updating those regulations.
7
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The mitigation measures section has been updated to incorporate as a potential mitigation
measure incorporating the standard set forth in WAC 365-190-130(1).
5.4
5.5

5.6
5.7
6.1

6.2

Comment noted.
This comment appears to be directed at the Comprehensive Plan, and not the DEIS. The
comment has been noted and will be provided to the Okanogan County Planning Commission for
consideration in developing their recommendation on the Comprehensive Plan.
This comment appears to be directed at the Comprehensive Plan, and not the DEIS. The
comment has been noted and will be provided to the Okanogan County Planning Commission for
consideration in developing their recommendation on the Comprehensive Plan.
Comment acknowledged
Alternative 4 has been considered in the DEIS.
The DEIS acknowledges anecdotal information from well drillers reveals that in some areas of the
County replacement wells have been drilled to replace wells that have gone dry.
The remainder of the comment appears to be directed at the Comprehensive Plan, and not the
DEIS. The comment has been noted and will be provided to the Okanogan County Planning
Commission for consideration in developing their recommendation on the Comprehensive Plan.
Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 encourage growth in CEAs, which may be less susceptible to wildfire risk,

63
.

6.4
6.5
66
~
6.7
7.1

where access and fire suppression response time may be better. Under Alternatives 3 and 4,
larger lot size may minimize risk to residential structures from wildfire. Comparably, Alternative 1
(no action) accommodates growth in remote areas outside of the main transportation corridors
that are at relatively higher risk of damage from wildfire.
Comment acknowledged.
Comment acknowledged.
The County considered mitigation measures to address potential wildfire damage in Section 3.4.4
of the DEIS. The County has adopted a Community Wildfire Protection Plan and proposes site
specific mitigation measures in the DEIS such as increase of defensible space, fire resistant
construction, and fire suppression activities specific to sites and structures.
Comment acknowledged.
Comment acknowledged.
Pursuant to WAC 197-11-440(6)(c)(iii), the DEIS describes mitigation measures that are not part
of the proposal or the alternatives that could be implemented. It is appropriate to consider
mitigation measures that are not included as part of the proposed action.

7.2
The remainder of this comment appears to be directed at the Comprehensive Plan, and not the
DEIS. The comment has been noted and will be provided to the Okanogan County Planning
Commission for consideration in developing their recommendation on the Comprehensive Plan.
The DEIS analyzes a full range of Alternatives that provide a means of accomplishing a stated
73
~

objective. WAC 197-11-442. The proposed action does not include changes to the zone code.
However, each of Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 represent changes to the Comprehensive Plan which
would be applicable to the Methow Valley and include objectives related to water resources.
8
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The remainder of this comment appears to be directed at the Comprehensive Plan, and not the
DEIS. The draft Comprehensive Plan includes the following objective, which is responsive to
commenter’s concern: “The County will, at the discretion of the Board of County Commissioners,
revise and update the More Completely Planned Area (MCPA) plans, including the Methow Valley
MCPA Plan and Methow Valley MCPA Mazama Community Master Plan Sub Unit A, for
consistency with the Comprehensive Plan accomplishing a stated objective.” The comment has
been noted and will be provided to the Okanogan County Planning Commission for consideration
in developing their recommendation on the Comprehensive Plan.

7.5

76

7.7

7.8

The DEIS analyzed a range of alternatives and indicated that a preferred Alternative would be
identified in the FEIS. The Preferred Alternatives has been identified in the FEIS as Alternative 3.
The proposed revisions to the Comprehensive Plan are the subject of analysis for the DEIS. The
purpose of an EIS is to analyze the action proposed and a reasonable range of alternatives. This
does not require the County to evaluate every policy choice not considered in the draft
Comprehensive Plan, the adequacy of prior actions or decisions that are not under consideration,
or the impacts of forgoing actions that are not under consideration. The County considered the
impacts of accommodating development in areas served by primitive roads in Section 3.4.4 and
Section 2.5. The County also considered mitigation measures to address potential wildfire
damage in Section 3.4.4 of the DEIS. In Section 3.4.4, the DEIS identified the Okanogan County
Community Wildfire Protection Plan and the Okanogan County Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan as
community planning measures to mitigate impacts of wildfires. The DEIS also contemplated
implementation of wildfire mitigation measures to include road standards which require ingress
and egress routes that are capable of supporting firefighting equipment safely and efficiently as
well as to facilitate evacuation of residents when required. Additionally, the DEIS noted that
zoning should be reviewed to avoid high density development in areas that cannot be served by
roads that meet the requirements of the International Fire Code.
Impacts associated with development in areas served by primitive roads and impacts from
wildfire are discussed in sections 3.4.4 and 3.5 of the DEIS.
This comment appears to be directed at the Comprehensive Plan, and not the DEIS. The
comment has been noted and will be provided to the Okanogan County Planning Commission for
consideration in developing their recommendation on the Comprehensive Plan. The County
notes, however, the Comprehensive Plan does not take the place of emergency preparedness
planning.
The DEIS includes an analysis of expected population growth over the planning horizon to
determine whether the anticipated population growth could be accommodated by one or more
the Alternatives. The County relied on OEM population statistics to identify an anticipated
growth scenario. The DEIS concluded that because undeveloped lots that exist today could
accommodate any of the OEM growth scenarios, the Alternatives considered would not constrain
growth. The DEIS considers the impacts of each Alternative on necessary services in Sections 3.63.8.
This comment appears to be directed at the Comprehensive Plan, and not the DEIS. The
comment has been noted and will be provided to the Okanogan County Planning Commission for
consideration in developing their recommendation on the Comprehensive Plan.

9
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Portions of this comment appear to be directed at the Comprehensive Plan, and not the DEIS.
The comment has been noted and will be provided to the Okanogan County Planning
Commission for consideration in developing their recommendation on the Comprehensive Plan.

79

Department of Ecology, and not the County, regulates air quality in this area of the state.
With respect to whether the EIS analyzes the cumulative impacts of wood burning stoves,
fireplaces, forest restoration projects, and wildfires, such an analysis is beyond the scope of
environmental review for the proposed action because, as a non-project action, the
Comprehensive Plan does not permit development or cause or contribute to wildfire.
As a policy document, the Comprehensive Plan does not result directly in impacts to air quality,
nor does it permit or induce development. Because each Alternative considered accommodates
the projected growth over the planning horizon, the analysis in the EIS compares how each
Alternative would direct such growth.

7.10
Air quality impacts from development, including proposed roadway expansions, will be evaluated
on a project specific basis. Section 3.3 of the DEIS analyzes air quality in the County and provides
a comparison of Alternatives in their approach to reducing air quality impacts from future
development that is anticipated to occur regardless of which Alternative is selected.
Comment acknowledged. As a non-project planning document, the Comprehensive Plan does
~
7.12
7 13
~

7.14

7.15

7.16
8.1
8.2
8.3

not result directly in impacts to air quality, nor does it permit or induce development. Because
each Alternative considered accommodates the projected growth over the planning horizon, the
analysis in the EIS compares how each Alternative would direct such growth.
Comment acknowledged.
Comment acknowledged. As a non-project planning document, the Comprehensive Plan does
not result directly in impacts to air quality, nor does it permit or induce development. Because
each Alternative considered accommodates the projected growth over the planning horizon, the
analysis in the EIS compares how each Alternative would direct such growth.
Comment acknowledged. As a non-project planning document, the Comprehensive Plan does
not result directly in impacts to air quality, nor does it permit or induce development or
population growth. Because the Comprehensive Plan may direct development into certain
locations and may include objectives related to air quality, the DEIS acknowledges that localized
impacts from future development vary by Alternative based on where development is directed.
As a non-project planning document, the Comprehensive Plan does not result directly in impacts
to air quality, nor does it permit or induce development or other actions that impact air quality.
Policies and objectives with respect to air quality in the County vary by Alternative considered.
Therefore, the DEIS analyzes differences in air quality policies between Alternatives. The DEIS
utilizes Washington State data with respect to existing air quality conditions in Okanogan County,
which is available at https://ecology.wa.gov/Regu lations-Permits/Pla ns-policies/Areas-meeting
and-not meeting-air-standards.
Comment acknowledged.
Comment acknowledged.
Comment acknowledged.
Comment acknowledged.
10
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This comment appears to be directed at the Comprehensive Plan, and not the DEIS. The
comment has been noted and will be provided to the Okanogan County Planning Commission for
consideration in developing their recommendation on the Comprehensive Plan.
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December 10, 2021
Pete Palmer, Responsible Official
Okanogan County Office of Planning & Development
123 5th Ave. N, Suite 130
Okanogan, Washington 98840
Dear Responsible Official Palmer:

Subject: Comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Okanogan
County Comprehensive Plan (Nov. 3, 2021)
Send via email: spalmer@co.okanogan.wa.us; planning@co.okanogan.wa.us;
DGecas@co.okanogan.wa.us
Thank5 ou for the opportunity to comment on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for
Okanogan County Comprehensive Plan (Nov. 3, 2021 Futurewise works throughout Washington
State to support land-use policies that encourage health5, equitable and opportunity-rich
communities, and that protect our most valuable farmlands, forests & water resources. We have
members across Washington State including Okanogan County.
.

Since 1976, MVCC has raised a strong communit3 voice for the protection of the Methow Valley’s
natural environment and rural character. Because the Methow is interdependent with communities
throughout the county and region, M\ CC’s ad~ ocacy encompasses policies and plans that impact a
wider geography.
We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (Draft
EIS). However, we continue to have concerns about the adequacy of the environmental review for
the Okanogan County Draft Comprehensive Plan. The concerns that we ha~ e raised previousl~ in
our environmental impact statement @IS comments are still not adequately addressed.
The State of Washington Court of Appeals has held that
“an EIS is adequate [under SEPA] in a nonproject zoning action where the
environmental consequences are discussed in terms of the maximum potential
development of the property under the various zoning classifications allowed.”
Uiock v. Ci~yofBremerton, 17 Wo. App. 573, 581, 565 P.2d 1179 (1977).

¶ 40 Here, Heritage’s reliance on the City’s existing laws and reguiations exception
for project actions is misplaced. The reclassification at issue concerns an amendment
to the City’s comprehensive plan and the rezoning of the entire Property from LOS
to GC. Thus, it is a nonproject action. As a nonproject action, the SEIS had to

Pete Palmer, Re: Comments on the Draft EIS for the Comprehensive Plan Update (Nov. 3, 2021
December 10, 2021
Page 2
evaluate all possible adverse environmental consequences of the rezone and could
not rely on the City’s existing environmental regulations in order to be adequate
under SEPA. We conclude that the Board did not err when it determined that the
SEIS improperly relied on the City’s existing environmental regulations.1
First, this comprehensive plan update is a nonproject action.2 But the draft EIS and the addendum
have not discussed the environmental consequences of the comprehensive plan and zoning in terms
of the maximum potential development of the property.
This is particularly problematic for water impacts. Water rights holders are regularly being curtailed
in both the Methow and Okanogan basins because instream flows are not being met.3 Wells are
running dry in the Methow Valley.4 Peter Morgan declares that “[a]ccording to Charles Miller from
MVM Drilling, this is happening all over the East Side of the Methow, particularly the south facing
slopes where less snow falls or melts off more quickly.”5 In the Okanogan basin such as the Tunk
Valley, agricultural water rights have been abandoned because of lack of water. Peer-reviewed
studies show that “[o]verall, water table declines are drying up groundwater wells
Wells drying
up are a sign of declining ground water levels and storage.
.“~

Herita,ge Baptist Church z~ Cent. Puget Sound Growth Mgmt. Hearings Bd, 2 Wn. App. 2d 737, 752, 413
P.3d 590, 598 2018 footnote omitted).
2WAC 197-11-704 2 (b)(ii) defines “[n]onproject actions” to include “[t]he adoption or amendment
of comprehensive land use plans or zoning ordinances
~
of Washington Department of Ecolog) letter to Okanogan County Planning Re: Proposed
. .

Revisions to Okanogan Count3 Comprehensi~ e Plan pp. 1 2 Oan. 2, 2019.
~ Declaration of Kent Woodruff p. *1 Aug. 24, 2020) enclosed in a separate email with Futurewise’s
—

comment letter on the comprehensive plan to the Okanogan County Planning Commission (March
5, 2021 with the filename: “Declaration of Kent Woodruff 8-24-20 well went dry.pdf~” Declaration
of Randall H. Brook p. *1 (Aug. 24, 2020 enclosed in a separate email with Futurewise’s comment
letter on the comprehensi~ e plan to the Okanogan County Planning Commission (March 5, 2021
with the filename: “Rand3 Brook signed Declaration Neighbor well went dry.pdf;” Declaration of
Peter Morgan p. 1 Sept. 11, 2020 enclosed in a separate email with Futurewise’s comment letter
on the comprehensi~ e plan to the Okanogari County Planning Commission (March 5, 2021 with
the filename: “Dr3 Well Declaration of Peter Morgan Sept 2020.pdf.”
~ Declaration of Peter Morgan p. 1 Sept. 11, 2020.
~ D Perrone and S Jasechko, D0 ~roundwater we//s in the western United States 12 EN\ IRON. RI S. LI’rl.
104002 p. 9 (2017) last accessed on Dec. 10, 2021, at:
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/aa8aco and enclosed in a separate email with
Futurewise’s comment letter on the comprehensi~ e plan to the Okanogan Count3 Planning
Commission (March 5, 2021 with the filename:
“Perrone_201 7_Environ._Res .Lett._1 2_I 04002.pdf.” Environmental Research Letters is peer
re~ iewed. Peer re~ iew models on TOP journals last accessed on Feb. 5, 2021 at:
https: publishingsupport.iopscience.iop.org questions peer review models-on-iop-journals and
enclosed in a separate email with Futurewise’s comment letter on the comprehensive plan to the
Okanogan County Planning Commission March 5, 2021 with the filename: “Peer review models
on TOP journals.pdf.”
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Our findings suggest that declining groundwater levels are threatening drinking water reliability and
agricultural productivity, and consequently, have key implications for both domestic and agricultural
water security. Ongoing reductions to groundwater storage are drying groundwater wells in the
western US, and this manifestation of water scarcity warrants innovative groundwater management
transcending status quos.7
In the Okanogan basin, “{i]ncreasing demands for water over time, from ongoing population
growth, agriculture, and other consumptive uses as well as associated land use practices, have
resulted in lower streamfiows and declining groundwater levels in some areas.”8 However, none of
the environmental documents prepared to date have disclosed and analyzed these impacts or
explained how the new lots and new houses allowed b3 the comprehensive plan will impact water
resources. This violates SEPA.
Second, the Draft EIS apparently argues that existing regulations mitigate the environmental
impacts. But as the Heritc~ge Baptist Church decision concluded, a local government cannot rely on
existing regulations as somehow reducing environmental impacts for a nonproject action such as the
adoption of a comprehensive plan and development regulations. Again, this violates SEPA. The
purpose for this rule is to require local and state governments to analyze whether their existing
regulations are adequate. But the Draft ElS assumes they are adequate even when like the County’s
critical areas regulations the3 have not been updated as state law requires.

Comments on 3 Effects Analysis
3.1.1 Population Projections on page 22. In projecting population growth, the
DEIS does not consider seasonal, vacation, and second homes and their
environmental impacts.

D Perrone and S Jasechko, D0 £roundwater we//s in the western United States 12 ENvIRON. RI ~S. L in’.
104002 p. 1 (2017).
8 State of Washington Department of Ecology Water Resources Program, IVRIA 49 O/eano~gan
Watershed WaterAvai/abi/i~’y p. 4 (Publication 20-11-049: Jan. 2021 last accessed on March 3, 2021 at:
https: apps.ecologv.wa.gov publications SurnmarvPages 2011049.html and enclosed in a separate
email with Futurewise’s comment letter on the comprehensive plan to the Okanogan Count3
Planning Commission March 5, 2021 with the filename: “2011049.pdf.”
Environmental Impact Statement Addendum p. 12 (Januar3 2021
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The DEIS uses the resident population projections prepared b) the State of Washington Office of
Financial Management.1 The resident population is the “population that usually resides in an area.”ll
The projections do not include seasonal, second, or vacation homes and populations. 12
In Okanogan County seasonal homes, recreational homes, and homes held for occasional use are a
significant part of the housing stock, 3,786 housing units or 16 percent of the 23,516 total housing
units in 2019.13 In 2000, seasonal homes, recreational homes, and homes held for occasional use
totaled 2,355 housing units, or 12.3 percent of the total housing stock. 14 While the population
estimates and projections prepared by the State of Washington Office of Financial Management are
helpful, “[s]easonal populations, such as vacationers or migrant farmworkers, are counted at their
usual place of residence.”15 So many of the occupants of these housing units will not be included in
population estimates. So, the DEIS underestimates the environmental impacts of the development
authorized by the comprehensive plan and the alternatives by relying only on the OFM estimates
and projections.
This conclusion is supported b3 other evidence. The Okano~gan County Shoreline Characteth~ation report
documented that residential de~ elopment in the county is “significant” and “[m]uch of that
development is attributable to non resident landowners building vacation houses, and so is not

1)

DEIS 3.1.1 Population Projections p. 22; State of Washington Office of Financial Management,

2017 Projections ~Joun~y Growth Mana~gement Population Projections bj A~e and Sex: 2010—40 pp. 96 98
Aug. 2018 last accessed on Dec. 9, 2021, at:
https: ofm.wa.gov sites default files public datarescarch pop GJ\L\ projectionsl GI\L\_201
7_counry_pop_projections.pdf and enclosed with the paper original of Futurewise’s letter to
Okanogan County on the Draft EIS (Sept. 18, 2019).
II State of Washington Office of Financial Management, 2017 Projections Couiq’y Growth Mana~gement
—

Population Prg/ections /lj A~e a,zd Sex: 2010—40 p. 106 Aug. 2018).
121d
13 U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey Table ID: B25004 Vacanc3 Status p. Data last
accessed on Dec. 9, 2021, at:
https:/ /data.census.gov/cedsci/table?t~Vacancv0 o20Characteristics&g0400000LS53 O500000US
53047&tidACSDT5Y2OI9.B25004 and enclosed in a separate email with the filename:
“ACSDT5Y2OI 9 B25004-2021 -l 2-09T1 75809.xls.”; U.S. Census Bureau, QuickFacts Okanogan
County, Washington p. *1 last accessed on Dec. 9, 2021, at:
https: / /www.census.gov/guickfacts / okanogancount~-~vashington and enclosed in a separate email
with the filename: “QuickFacts Okanogan Cty WA 2019.pdf.”
14 U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2000 Summary File I SF 1 100-Percent Data DP 1 Pro/lIe of General
Demqgraphic Characteristics: 2000 p. 2 of 3 (01/02/2019 accessed on Jan. 2, 2019, at
bttps: factfinder.census.go~ tacec nay jsf pages communitvfacts.xhtml and enclosed with
Futurewise’s letter to Office of Planning and Development on the scope of the EIS (Jan. 2, 2019.
15 Forecasting & Research Division State of Washington Office of Financial Management, 2018
Population Trends p. 46 (jul3 2018) accessed on January 2, 2019, at:
https: otm.wa.gov sites default files public datarecearch pop april ofn~apriLpoptrends.pdf
and enclosed with Futurewise’s letter to Office of Planning and De~ elopment on the scope of the
EIS (Jan. 2, 2019.
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reflected in population statistics.”6 This conclusion is consistent with the Okano~gan Conn~y-2O16
Zonin~g Ordinance [Draft EIS Appendix 10: Population Information that shows that between 2010 and
January 26, 2016, Okanogan County issued 1,015 new septic system permits.’7 For the five years for
which annual totals are available, this averaged to 203 new septic systems a year. This does not
include the 69 new communit3 septic systems permitted over the same period.’ Nor does it include
the permitted holding tanks, chemical toilets, privies, and repaired systems.’9
A State of Washington Department of Ecology (Ecology) report documented that from 2008
through September 4, 2014, 1,238 permit-exempt wells were drilled in Okanagan County.2° This was
more than any other count) ~21 Ecology wrote that “[t]here are many reasons for the large increase in
Okanagan County, including that it is the largest county in the state and nearl3 all growth is
occurring in rural areas outside of municipal supply areas.”22 The DEIS needs to include this
information as part of the description of existing environment and use total growth in analyzing the
adverse impacts of the proposal and alternatives. This the DEIS has failed to do.
Further, a February 2016 study reviewed the relationship between percentage of federal lands and
growth in rural counties in the Western United States.23 The study, which concluded that counties
with a high percentage of federal land grew faster than those with lower percentages, included data
from Okanogan County. The stud3 found that Okanogan County with about 45 °o of its land in
federal ownership experienced a 59° o growth in population between 1970 and 2014, from 25,901
in 1970 to an estimated 41,290 in 2014.24 Again, the EIS needs to take this data into account.
—

—

16

ENTRJX, Inc., Okano~gan County Shoreline Characterization p. 8 (Nov. 20, 2008 last accessed on Dec.

10, 2021, at:
https:/ /cms9 files.revize.com/okanoganwa/Document Center/Department/pLANNING /Shorelin
e° o201\Iaster° o20Program/Drafr° o20Shoreine° o201\laster° o20Prograrn° o20( mp) /Appendix/ 12° o2
0 ‘ippendixA.1 Characterization0 o2OReport 11-20-08.pdf and enclosed with Futurewise’s letter to
Office of Planning and Development on the scope of the EIS (Jan. 2, 2019.
17 Okano~gan Coun~y-2O16 Zonin~g Ordinance [Draft EIS Appendix 10: Population Information p.
6.
The annual totals in the table in Appendix 10 add up, but the Total for 2010 through 2016 does not.
We use the correct ~ alues based on the annual data and shown on the spreadsheet Septic Permits by
Type and Year and enclosed with Futurewise’s letter to Office of Planning and Development on the
scope of the ElS (Jan. 2, 2019
19

Id
Id

Tom Culhane and Dave Naz3, Permit-Exempt Domestic Well Use in Washington State p. 7 & p. 22
(Water Resources Program Washington State Department of Ecology, Olympia, Washington: Feb.
2015: Publication No. 15-11-006 accessed on Aug. 20, 2019, at:
https: / /apps.ecologv.\va.go~ /publications /document~ / 1511 006.pdf and enclosed with Futurewise’s
letter to Office of Planning and Development on the scope of the EIS (Jan. 2, 2019
21
22
23

Id
Id at p. 22.
Federal Lands in the West: Liabili~ orAsset? Headwaters Economics Feb. 2016 last accessed on

Dec. 10, 2021, at: https: / /headwaterseconomics.org/public-lands / federal-lands-performance!.
Id at Sortable Data Table last accessed on Aug. 20, 2019. at:

24

http~ : / / headwaterseconomics.org/dataviz / federal landc performance /.
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The EIS needs to be revised to also include in its anal) sis seasonal homes, recreational homes, and
homes held for occasional use as they will impact the county and its built and natural environments.
It also needs to take into account other data such as the large numbers of permit-exempt wells
drilled in the County.

[~]

In addition, Alternative I and to varying lessor degrees Alternatives 2 and 3 apparently allow very
high rural densities, one-acre minimum lot sizes and up the five dwelling units per acre for multi
family developments in some of the rural designations. It seems unlikely that such high rural
densities will not affect the rate of population growth. This is especially true because unincorporated
Okanogan County’s full-time population growth is significantl3 faster, five percent compared to
three percent, than growth in the incorporated places as is document in the table below. And this
faster growth in the unincorporated county happened at a time when allowed unincorporated
densities were high including one-acre minimum lot sizes and multi-family densities as high as five
dwelling units per acre. It is logical that lower rural densities would lower that rate of population
growth.
Chan e
Number Percent
Okanogan Count5 Total
41,120
42,730
1,610
400
Unincorporated
24,780
25,920
1,140
500
Incorporated
16,340
16,810
470
3°o
Source: State of Washington Office of Financial Management, April 1, 2019 Population of Cities, Towns
and (‘ounties Used forAllocation ofSelected State Revenues State of Washington p. *4 accessed on Sept. 18,
2019 at: https: / /www.ofrn.wa.gov/washington-data-research/population
demographics/population-estimates/april-i -official-population-estimates and enclosed with the
paper original of Futurewise’s letter to the Okanogan County Office of Planning and Development
(Sept. 18, 2019).
The DEIS should anal~ ze the impacts of the greater growth rates in unincorporated Okanogan
County. We do appreciate that the Draft EIS uses recent building permit data to look at growth
rates. However, the conclusion that this data is o~ er estimating growth seems unclear gi’~ en this
other data on growth in the count5.

3.2.1 Surface Water on page 27
The Draft EIS on page 27 states that “[t]he growth accommodated by all of the Alternatives will
also result in increased water use, however, the sources of such water may vary based on the
development pattern of each Alternative.” However, water use aries with lot locations and size.
Rural residences use over half of total water use outdoors and 90 percent of the consumptive water
use outdoors. The State of Washington Department of Ecology estimates that irrigating a half-acre

25

Tom Culhane and Dave Nazy, Permit-Exempt Domestic Well Use in Washingon State p. 19

(\Vashington State Department of Ecolog3 Water Resources Program Ol~ mpia, WA: Feb. 2015
Publication no. 15-11-006 last accessed on Dec. 2,2021, at:
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“of non-commercial lawn or garden can use from 2,000 to 4,500 gallons per day in the month of
July, depending on your location. Most of that water use is consumptive, meaning it does not return
to the aquifer.”

Ii 9

In contrast, focusing growth into existing cities and towns can stretch water supplies and help
accommodate growth using less water.2 The EIS analysis should reflect that where growth occurs
will affect the water used in the County.

3.2.2 Groundwater
Analysis of impacts and Mitigation pp. 30

—

32

While we appreciate the attempts to quantify projected consumptive water, this analysis should
indicate that water use can vary depending on whether the development is in a city or town or in the
rural area. Rural residences use over half of total water use outdoors and 90 percent of the
consumptive water use outdoors.28 The State of Washington Department of Ecology estimates that
irrigating a half-acre “of non-commercial lawn or garden can use from 2,000 to 4,500 gallons per da)
in the month of July, depending on your location. Most of that water use is consumptive, meaning it
does not return to the aquifer.”

https: / /apps.eco1og~ a.gov/publications/documents/ 1511 006.pdf and enclosed with Futurewise’s
letter to Office of Planning and Development on the scope of the EIS (Jan. 2, 2019).
26 Ann Wessel, Mitigatio,z Optionsfor the Impacts ofNew Permit-Exempt Groundwater Withdrawals Draft p.
.~

19 (Water Resources Program Washington State Department of Ecology Olympia, WA: October
2015 Publication No. 15-11-017) last accessed on Dec. 2, 2021, at: https://ce1p.org/~pcontent/up1oads/Ecolog~ Draft Mitigation-Alternatives-Report.pdf and enclosed in a separate email
with the filename: “Ecology-Draft-Mitigation-Alternatives-Report.pdf.”
27 United States Environmental Protection Agenc3, Growin~g Toward More Efficient Water Use: Linking
Developmen4 I,~frastriidure, and Drinking Water Polities pp. 3 5, p. 8 (EPA 230-R-06-001: Jan. 2006) last
accessed on Dec. 9, 2021, at: https: / /www.epa.gov/smartgrowth/growing-toward-more-efficienr
water-use and enclosed in a separate email with the filename: “Ecology-Draft-Mitigation
Alternatives-Report.pdf.”
28 Tom Culhane and Dave Nazy, Permit-Exempt Domestic Well Use in Washin&ton State p. 19
—

(Washington State Department of Ecolog) Water Resources Program 01) mpia, WA: Feb. 2015
Publication no. 15-11-006 last accessed on Dec. 2,2021, at:
https: / /apps.ecolog~ .wa.gov/publications /documents / 1511 006.pdf and enclosed with Futurewise’s
letter to Office of Planning and Development on the scope of the EIS (Jan. 2, 2019).
29 Ann Wessel, Mitigation Optionsfor the Impacts ofNew Permit-Exempt Grounthvater Withdrawals Draft p.
19 (Water Resources Program Washington State Department of Ecolog) 01) mpia, WA: October
2015 Publication No. 15-11-017) last accessed on Dec. 2, 2021, at: https://cclp.org/wp
content/uploads/Ecologv-Draft-I\Iitigation \lternati~ es-Report.pdf and enclosed in a separate email
with the filename: “Ecology-Draft-Mitigation A1ternati~ es-Report.pdf.”

______
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In contrast, focusing growth into existing cities and towns can stretch water supplies and help
accommodate growth using less water.3 The EIS analysis should reflect that where growth occurs
will affect the water used in the County.
Within the Methow Watershed, Water Resource Inventory Area (WRIA) 48, and the Okanogan
Watershed, WRIA 49, most, if not all, of the available water has already been allocated.31 Parts of the
water basins in the county are closed to new water appropriations.32 Water is in such short supply
that:
Ecology regularly sends out Administrative Orders under RCW 90.03 alerting water
right holders the3 will be curtailed in favor of ins tream flows for the Methow and
Okanogan Rivers. This has been a common occurrence in Okanogan County where
users were curtailed or shut off four out of the last five years on the Methow and
three out of the last five years on the Okanogan during times of low flow.33
Ecolog) also explained that:
Demands of new water use reduce water legally available for existing, senior water
rights including instream flows. Where hydraulic continuity is shown with surface
water, new domestic uses established under RCW 90.44.050 are subject to
curtailment to meet the needs of more senior water rights in water short years. If
water supply becomes limited, water use could be curtailed by those with senior
water rights, which includes instream flows established in Chapters 173-548, 173-549
and 173-563 WAC.
[The] Department of Health does not consider interruptible water rights an adequate
and reliable water source consistent with WAC 246-290-420. For these reasons,
future water source plans will likely not be a reliable supply for year round residential

United States Environmental Protection Agency, Growi,z~g Toward More Efficient Water Use: Linkin~g
Development, Infrastructure, and Drin/ein~g Water Policies pp. 3 5, p. 8 (EPA 230-R-06-00l: Jan. 2006) last
accessed on Dec. 9, 2021, at: https: / /www.epa.go~ /smartgrowth /growing-toward-more-efficient
~ ater-use and enclosed in a separate email with the filename: “growing....water_use_efficiency.pdf.”
State of Washington Department of Ecology Water Resources Program, Focus oiz Water AvailabiliOi
for the Methow Watershed~ WRIA 48 p. 2 (Publication Number: 11-11-052, Revised Aug. 2012) last
accessed on Sept 13, 2019 at:
https: / /apps.ecologv.wa.gov/publications /surnmarvpages /111 1052.html; State of Washington
Department of Ecolog) Water Resources Program, WRL4 49 Okano~an Watershed WaterAvai/abili~
p. 3 (Publication 20-11-049: Jan. 2021 last accessed on Dec. 9,2021, at:
https: / /apps .ecolog~ .wa.gov/publications /SummarvPages /2011 049.html and enclosed in a separate
email with Futurewise’s comment letter on the comprehensive plan to the Okanogan Count3
Planning Commission (March 5, 2021 with the filename: “2011049.pdf.”
32 Id
~ Letter from Washington State Department of Ecolog) to Perry Huston Okanogan Count3
—

Planning p. 3 of 5 April 7, 2011) enclosed with Futurewise’s letter to Office of Planning and
De~ elopment on the scope of the EIS Uan. 2, 2019.
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use and may be subject to interruption due to conflict with instream flows. As such,
it will be questionable whether [the proposed comprehensive] plan would provide an
appropriate provision for potable water supply under RCW 58.17.~~
Wells are running dry in the Methow Valley.35 Peter Morgan declares that “~a]ccording to Charles
Miller from MVM Drilling, this is happening all o~ er the East Side of the Methow, particularly the
south facing slopes where less snow falls or melts off more quickl> •‘~36 In the Okanogan basin such
as the Tunk Valley, agricultural water rights have been abandoned because of lack of water. Peerreviewed studies show that “[o]verall, water table declines are drying up groundwater wells
Wells drying up are a sign of declining ground water levels and storage.
.

Id While Ecology’s quote states that a determination that surface and ground water are in
continuity must be made for ground water to be subject to the instream flow rules, the Methow
Basin instream flow rule requires that the Washington State Department of Ecology must determine
that the ground water is not h3 draulicall3 connected for the ins tream flow rules to not apply to a
ground water source. WAC 173-548-050 4 part of the Methow Basin instream flow rule, provides
that: “ 4 If the groundwater being sought for withdrawal has been determined by the department
not to be hydraulically connected with surface waters listed as closed, the department may approve a
withdrawal. When insufficient evidence is a-~ ailable to the department to make a determination that
ground and surface waters are not hydraulically connected, the department shall not approve the
withdrawal of groundwater unless the person proposing to withdraw the groundwater provides
additional information sufficient for the department to determine that hydraulic continuity does not
exist and that water is available.” The US Geological Survey has determined that ground and surface
waters are hydraulically connected in the Methow basin.
~ Declaration of Kent Woodruff p. 1 Aug. 24, 2020 enclosed in a separate email with
Futurewise’s comment letter on the comprehensive plan to the Okanogan County Planning
Commission (March 5, 2021 with the filename: “Declaration of Kent Woodruff 8-24-20 well went
dry.pdf;” Declaration of Randall H. Brook p. *1 Aug. 24, 2020 enclosed in a separate email with
Futurewise’s comment letter on the comprehensi~ e plan to the Okanogan Count3 Planning
Commission (March 5, 2021 with the filename: “Randy Brook signed Declaration Neighbor well
went dry.pdf;” Declaration of Peter Morgan p. *1 (Sept. 11, 2020 enclosed in a separate email with
Futurewise’s comment letter on the comprehensive plan to the Okanogan County Planning
Commission (March 5, 2021 with the filename: “Dry Well Declaration of Peter Morgan Sept
2020.pdf.”
v Declaration of Peter Morgan p. 1 Sept. 11, 2020.
,

D Perrone and S Jasechko, D~y £rolindwater wells iii the western United States 12 EN\ IRON. Ri’s. Li~’n’.
104002 p. 9 (2017) last accessed on March 3, 2021, at:
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/aa8aco and enclosed in a separate email with
Futurewise’s comment letter on the comprehensive plan to the Okanogan Count3 Planning
Commission (March 5, 2021 with the filename:
“Perrone_201 7_Environ._Res._Lett._1 2_I 04002.pdf.” Environmental Research Letters is peer
rei~ iewed. Peer review models on TOP journals last accessed on Feb. 5, 2021, at:
hrtps: publishingsupport.iopscience.iop.org questions peer-revie\v-rnode1s-on-iop-journa1~ and
enclosed in a separate email with Futurewise’s comment letter on the comprehensive plan to the
Okanogan County Planning Commission March 5, 2021) with the filename: “Peer review models
on lOP journals.pdf.”

______
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Our findings suggest that declining groundwater levels are threatening drinking water
reliability and agricultural productivity, and consequently, have key implications for
both domestic and agricultural water security. Ongoing reductions to groundwater
storage are drying groundwater wells in the western US, and this manifestation of
water scarcit) warrants innovative groundwater management transcending status
quos.38
In the Okanogan basin, “[i]ncreasing demands for water over time, from ongoing population
growth, agriculture, and other consumptive uses as well as associated land use practices, have
resulted in lower streamfiows and declining groundwater levels in some areas.”3
The EIS needs to disclose that water may not be available to serve the new lots and new residences
allowed by the comprehensive plan. The EIS also needs analyzed the impacts of the new lots on
existing water rights holders and existing wells. This needs to include the disclosure that more wells
will result in more wells drying up or having reduced flows. The EIS also needs to analyze the
impacts of the new lots and new houses allowed by the comprehensive plan acquiring water rights
from senior water rights holders including the adverse impacts on exist farm and ranch operations.
The failure to disclose this information violates SEPA.
The Methow instream flow rule reserved water for permit-exempt wells for “[s]ingle [d]omestic and
[s]tock [ulse.”4° The Washington State Supreme Court’s Campbell & Gwinn decision determined that
a single domestic use “is a single use, by a single home
Unless the comprehensive plan and
implementing de~ elopment regulations limit the reserves to existing lots, the comprehensive plan
and zoning will allow the creation of 24,440 parcels without a potable water suppl) E~ en if the
comprehensive plan and zoning limit the reserves to existing lots which we believe the count) must
do, in the Lower Methow 1,092 presently existing parcels would be unable to be supplied by a well.
These impacts must be disclosed in the DEIS.
. . . “-i’

.~‘

38

D Perrone and S Jasechko, D~i~groundwater wells in the western United States 12 EN\

IRON.

RI

s. Li

ii.

104002 p. 1 2017
~ State of Washington Department of Ecology Water Resources Program, W’R[A 49 Okanqgan

Watershed WaterAvailabi/ify p. 4 (Publication 20-11-049: Jan. 2021 last accessed on March 3, 2021 at:
https: apps.ecologv.wa.gov publications SummarvPages 2011049.html and enclosed in a separate
email with Futurewise’s comment letter on the comprehensi~ e plan to the Okanogan Count3
Planning Commission (March 5, 2021 with the filename: “2011049.pdf.”
WAC 173-548-030(2).
41 State, Dep’t of Eco/o~gy v. Campbell & Gwinn, LLC, 146 Wn.2d 1, 12, 43 P.3d 4, 10 2002.
42 Methow Watershed Council Letter to the Okanogan County Commission Re: Okanogan
Comprehensive Plan and watershed planning p. 2 (June 14, 2011 enclosed with Futurewise’s letter
to Office of Planning and Development on the scope of the EIS (Jan. 2, 2019.
~n Id
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The scientific evidence also shows that rivers, streams, and lakes and ground water in the valley are
hydraulically connected.~ As the U.S. Geological Survey wrote:
Ground-water discharge from unconsolidated sedimentary deposits in the Methow
River Basin is a primary source of baseflow in the Methow and Twisp Rivers.
Unconsolidated aquifers, in turn, are recharged b3 infiltration of snowmelt and
rainfall, ground-water flow from adjacent unconsolidated or bedrock aquifers, and
seepage from rivers and irrigation canals.~~
“Maintaining minimum streamfiow is necessary to sustain anadromous fish populations.”46 The
count) will not be able to allow development of 24,440 parcels because the3 lack an adequate suppl)
of potable water.4 If development is allowed, the anadromous fish will be adversel3 impacted. But
proposed comprehensive plan does not include any requirement that new lots, new buildings, or
new uses must be served by a water source that has a physically and legally available water supply.
Allowing the creation of so many lots beyond what the available water supplies can support is a
serious adverse impact on surface water, salmon, and ground water that must be analyzed in the EIS.
Potential mitigation measures need to be included to address these impacts.
Failing to require new developments to have a physicall) and legally available water supply will
adversely impact senior water rights holders because the count) will apparently continue to allow
permit-exempt wells to be used for new developments even though all of the water in the county is
already allocated. This water will have to come from either instream flows or senior water rights
holders or both. Senior water rights have already been impaired.4 These impacts need to be
disclosed and anal) zed in the DEIS and mitigating measures developed.
Okanogan County has applied a Rural I zone along many streams that are already over
appropriated.4 These streams include Bonaparte Creek in the Osoyoos basin, 41,188 percent over
Christopher P. Konrad, Brian \X. Drost, and Richard J. Wagner, Hjdro~geol~gy ofthe Unconsolidated
Sediments, Water~uali~,, and Ground-Water/Surface-Water Exchanges in the Methow River Basin, Okano~gan
County, Washin~gton p. 31, p. 55 (U.S. Geological Survey Water-Resources Investigations Report 034244 Version 1.1, August 2005 prepared in cooperation with Okanogan Count)’) last accessed on
Dec. 10, 2021, at: https://pubs.us~s.gov/wri/wri034244/ and enclosed with Futurewise’s letter to
Office of Planning and De’~elopment on the scope of the EIS (Jan. 2,2019).
~ Id at p. 31.
Expert Testimony of Laura Strauss, Hydrogeologist p. 12 (Ma3 6, 2014 enclosed with
Futurewise’s letter to Office of Planning and Development on the scope of the EIS (Jan. 2, 2019.
~ Methow Watershed Council Letter to the Okanogan Count)’ Commission Re: Okanogan
Comprehensive Plan and watershed planning p. 2 (June 14, 2011
Email from Nancy Soriano to Commissioners Chris Branch, Andy Hover, and Jim DeTro Subject:

48

Water rights in Tunk Valle3 p. *1 (Nov. 26, 2018) enclosed with Futurewise’s letter to Office of
Planning and Development on the scope of the EIS (Jan. 2, 2019
Okanogan Count)’ web based zoning map accessed on Dec. 18, 2018 at:
https: caltopo.com rn \SRA; ENTRIX, Inc., Level 1 Watershed TechnicalAssessment Final Report
Okanqgan River Watershed Resource Inventory Area 49 p. ES-9 & p. 1-5 WRIA 49 map (Planning Unit
Appro~ed 6-11-2009 accessed on Dec. 10, 2021 at:

1
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appropriated in the summer; Johnson Creek in the Salmon basin, 2,913 percent over appropriated in
the summer; the lower part of Sinlahekin Creek in the Sinlahekin basin, 3,015 percent over
appropriated in the summer; and the lower part of Tonasket Creek next to Oroville in the Osoyoos
basin, 54,143 percent over appropriated in the summer.5° In the Osoyoos and Salmon basins the
2006 ground water appropriations exceeded ground water recharge as it did for WRIA 49 as a
whole.51 “Groundwater and surface water interact throughout the [Okanogan River] watershed.”52
Allowing high densities along the over allocated creeks with a hydrologic connection to ground
water, as they all do, is a significant adverse impact that must be analyzed in the EIS and potential
mitigation measures must be identified.
Okanogan Count3 had more permit-exempt wells drilled, 1,238, than any other count3 in the state
between January 1, 2008 and September 4, 2014.~ “There are many reasons for the large increase in
[permit-exempt wells in] Okanagan County, including that it is the largest county in the state and
nearly all growth is occurring in rural areas outside of municipal supplies.”54 The EIS must analyze
the impacts of these permit-exempt wells and the county’s practice of encouraging growth in the
rural area. Potential mitigating measures should also be identified to address these adverse impacts.
The Methow Instream Flow Rule, in WAC 173-548-030(2), reserves two cubic feet per second on
seven reaches of the Methow River and certain tributaries for “Single Domestic and Stock Use.” As
the Washington State Supreme Court concluded in the Campbell e~ Gwinn decision, single domestic
use is use “by a single home,” and not use by several homes, a multiunit residence, or a
subdivision.~~ This interpretation is consistent with Ecology’s report on the Methow Instream Flow
Rule which defines “single domestic use” as “[w]ater used by a single household including up to
one-half an acre lawn or garden irrigation.”5 Despite the limitation for single domestic use, the
count) approves subdivisions in WRIA 48 relying individual wells and, apparently, the two cubic
https: / /apps.ecologv.wa.gov /publications /documents /0911039 .pdf. A cops of the Okanqgan
Watershed P/an was enclosed with Futurewise’s letter to Office of Planning and De~ elopment on the
scope of the EIS (Jan. 2,2019
5 ENTRIX, Inc., Level 1 Watershed Technica/Assessment Final Report Okano~gan River Watershed Resource
Invento~yArea 49 p. ES-9 & p. 1-5 WRIA 49 map (Planning Unit Approved 6-11-2009).
511a at ES-4.
52 J~ at 2-24.
~ Tom Culhane and Dave Nazy, Permit-Exempt Domestic Well Use in Washin<gton State p 7 (Water
Resources Program, Washington State Department of Ecolog3 Olympia, \Vashington: Feb. 2015
Publication No. 15-11-006).
54Jd~ atp.22.
State, Dep’t of Ecolo~gy v. C’ampbell & Gwinn, LLC, 146 Wn.2d 1, 12, 43 P.3d 4, 10 2002.
~ Kris G. Kauffman, P.E. James R. Bucknell, River Basin Pro~gram Series, No. 4 Water Resources
Mana~gement Pro~gram Methow River Basin (Water Resources Invento0’ Area No. 48) p. 23 State of
Washington, Department of Ecology Policy Development Section Water Resources Management
Di’~ision Reprinted Nov. 1977) last accessed on Dec. 10, 2021, at:
https://apps.ecologv.wa.go~ /publications/documents/7611005.pdf. See also p.10 of the report for
the same definition. A copy of this report is enclosed in a separate email and with the paper original
of Futurewise’s letter to the Okanogan Count) Office of Planning and Development Sept. 18,
2019.

_____
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feet per second reserves.~ The use of the reserves by new lots created by land divisions and
subdivisions was not intended by the Methow Instream Flow Rule. Because the reserves are an
exception to the instream flows established by the Methow Instream Flow Rule, each lot that uses
water from the reserves reduces the flows in the Methow River, and depending on its location,
tributaries to the Methow River. 5~ So in low water periods, the use of the reserves reduces the water
in the river and tributaries adversely impacting water quality and fish and wildlife habitat. Water
rights that are junior to the instream flows and interruptible must be curtailed, such as irrigation for
farming and ranching, must be curtailed when the instream flows are not being met. Use of reserves
increases the time that junior water rights holders and interruptible water rights holders are curtailed.
This can adversely impact agriculture and the county economy. The EIS must anal) ze and disclose
these impacts and suggest mitigation to address them.
The mitigation section references the interim regulations adopted for the Methow. The part of those
regulations that allow the creation of two lots from existing lots have been found to be illegal. A
potential mitigation measure should be to repeal the illegal provision. Another mitigating measure
should be the adoption of permanent regulations that require new buildings and new subdivisions to
compl3 with the Methow Instream Flow Rule and for developments that require water rights junior
to the instream flow rule the Okanogan Instream Flow rule.

_____

jl .1
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3.2.3 Wetlands Mitigation on page 34
The Draft EIS on page 34 states that “[a]ll Alternatives require that Okanogan County follow the
Washington State Rating System for Eastern Washington to classify wetlands based on their
sensitivity to disturbance, their significance, their rarity, and our ability to replace them and the
functions that they provide.” However, the County’s current critical areas regulations in Okanogan
County Code Section 14.12.580 provide that “{w]etlands shall be classified and rated according to
the ‘four category’ criteria and procedures contained in the “Washington State Wetland Rating
System for Eastern Washington,” (Publication #91-58, October 1991), as amended by Okanogan
Count3. Ord. 94 2 2 1994 This version of the rating S) stem is obsolete.6 The EIS should
.“

~ See for example, Okanogan County Office of Planning and Development letter to Robert &
Christie Nolin Re: Preliminary Approval of Nolin Short Plat 2018-17 p. *2 (Jan. 10, 2019),
Okanogan County Public Health Comment Sheet Neer Short Plat Ma3 21, 2019), and Okanogan
Count3 Office of Planning and De~ elopment letter to Rana Clarke Re: Preliminary Approval of
Neer Short Plat 2019-5 p. 2 (June 17, 2019) all enclosed with the paper original of Futurewise’s
letter to the Okanogan Count3 Office of Planning and Development (Sept. 18, 2019).
58 Kris G. Kauffman, P.E. James R. Bucknell, River Basi,, Pro~gram Series, No. 4 Water Resources
Mana~gernent Pro~gram Methow River Basin (Water Resources Inventory Area 1\ o. 48,) p. 23 State of
\X ashington, Department of Ecology Policy Development Section \X ater Resources Management
Division Reprinted Nov. 1977).
\XAC 173-548-020(4).
State of \Vasbington Department of Ecology ‘~( etland rating systems webpage: “The 2014 rating
systems took effect Jan. 1, 2015. This means ou are required to use the 2014 updates for projects
needing our authorization.” Bold in original last accessed on Dec. 9, 2021, at:
https: / /ecologv.wa.go~ /\X ater-Shorelines /V~ etlands/Tools-resources/Rating-svstems 2014 update
tab.
-
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clarify if the mitigation includes adopting the current classification system and when it will be
adopted or whether this out-of-date system will continue to be used on an interim or permanent
basis.

.17

3.4.4 Wildfire on pages 41 44 must analyze the impacts of the
comprehensive plan and zoning code updates and alternatives on fire services
and fire hazards
—

While we appreciate that Chapter 3.4.4 includes an improved section on wildfire impacts, Section
3.4.4 still does not adequatel) anal) ze the significant adverse impacts of the alternatives including the
proposed action and discuss reasonable mitigation measures that would significantly mitigate these
impacts as WAC 197-1 1-440(6) (a) requires. Fire services and police services are elements of the
environment that must be evaluated in the DEIS because the proposed comprehensive plan and
zoning revisions will have a probable significant adverse impact on fire and police responses.61 In
2014, Okanogan County endured the largest fire in Washington histor3. In 2015, Okanogan County
had to endure an even larger fire.62 In 2021, large wildfires threatened many areas throughout the
county, straining emergency resources from July into the fall. This pattern is expected to continue as
a predicted outcome of climate change.
The Okanogan Count) Community W/i/dfire Protection P/an has identified residential growth as having a
serious ad~ erse impact on fire hazards and fire response. As the Comrnuniçy Wildfire Protection P/an
states:

One challenge Okanogan County faces is the large number of houses in the
urban rural fringe compared to twenty years ago. Since the 1970s, a segment of
Washington’s growing population has expanded further into traditional forest or
resource lands and other rural areas. The “interface” between urban and suburban
areas and unmanaged forest and rangelands created by this expansion has produced a
significant increase in threats to life and propert3 from fires and has pushed existing
fire protection systems beyond original or current design or capability. Man)’
property owners in the interface are not aware of the problems and threats they face
and owners have done very little to manage or offset fire hazards or risks on their
own property. Furthermore, human acti~ ities increase the incidence of fire ignition
and potential damage.63

~‘WAC 197-11-444 2 d)(i);\XAC 197-11-444(2)(d)(ii);WAC 197-11-4406.
See the Northwest Large Fire Interacth e Map showing the fire histor3 from 2000 to 2018

62

accessed on Dec. 14, 2018 at:
https://gacc.nifc.go~ n’~vcc interactivemap index.html?webrnap—ed0a7dad32fe4848b20c6f91c74c7
9ea and the Crescent Mountain & McLeod Fires BAER accessed on Dec. 14, 2018 at:
htrps://inciweb.nwcg.go~ incident 6224 both enclosed with Futurewise’s letter to Office of
Planning and De~ elopment on the scope of the EIS Oan. 2, 2019
63 Okariogan Count)’ Community Wildfire Protection Plan Committee, Okano~gan County, Was/.iin~gton
Cornrnuni~y Wi/a7ire Protection P/au p. 88 (2013 Update) last accessed on Dec. 10, 2021 at:
https / /~~~v.dnr.wa.gov /publications /rp burn okanogan cwpp 201 3update.pd~ozm0ln and
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The wildland-urban interface (WUI) is mapped in the Okano~gan County, Washin~gton Mu/ti-Hazard
Mit.~gation P/a,, on page 69.64 A 2014 study calculated that each new dwelling in Okanogan Count3
only generates “about 7° o of the cost to provide services to the new dwelling” each year.65 So the
fire districts will not be able to fund the additional firefighting resources needed to address
additional growth in the WUI.
However, the Draft EIS does not note the large number of houses in the urban/rural fringe
compared to twenty 3 ears ago or compare the number of new houses that will be built within the
WUI under the different alternatives. It does not disclose that the new homes do generate enough
funds to pa~ for the firefighting services needed to protect them.
In addition, Alternative I and the current zoning applies the high-density R-1 zone to several areas
that are served by dead-end roads. Some examples of dead-end roads serving R-1 zoning are Otto
Road, Alta Lake Road/NF-2917, Keran Rd., Henney Ln. N., and Granite Ridge Rd.°’ The Firewise
Principles recommend “two ways out’ of neighborhoods for safe evacuation during a wildfire
emergency.”6 So does the U.S. Fire Administration. The alue of a second way to access homes is
shown b5 one of the 2014 fires where the Sheriff had to turn back from giving e~ acuation notices in

enclosed with Futurewise’s letter to Office of Planning and Development on the scope of the EIS
(Jan. 2, 2019).
~ Northwest Management, Inc., Okano~gan County, Washii~gton Mu/ti-Har~ardMitigation P/an p. 69 (2014)
last accessed on Dec. 10, 2021 at: https://fe3fe665-blae-4210-8916fb3c8c924a03. filesusr.corn/ugd/aOl 579 8f88ad1 c4e974ba2ad62e7e2b9953497.pdf and enclosed
with Futurewise’s letter to Office of Planning and Development on the scope of the ElS (Jan. 2,
2019.
5Julie Ann Gustanski, Ph.D., LLM and David Scarsella, MS., Economic Ana/ysis of Conservatio,z Efforts
in Okano~gan County p. 44 2014 last accessed on Dec. 10, 2021 at:
https: / /~ dfw.wa.gov /publications /01605 and enclosed with Futurewise’s letter to Office of
Planning and De~ elopment on the scope of the EIS (Jan. 2, 2019
Google Earth 2017 Aerial Images showing Alta Lake and Keran Rd. and Henney Ln. N. and a
Google Earth 2016 Aerial Image showing Granite Ridge Rd. enclosed with Futurewise’s letter to
Office of Planning and Development on the scope of the EIS (Jan. 2, 2019).
frirewise Too/kit A Guide to Firewise Prin ip/es p. 4 were last accessed on Aug. 23, 2018 at:
htrps www.nfpa.org
media Filec I irewise Toolkit Firewise I oolkit.ashx~la=en and enclosed
with Futurewise’s letter to Office of Planning and Development on the scope of the EIS (Jan. 2,
2019).
(8 FEMA U.S. Fire Administration, Wi/dfires: Protect Yourse/fand Your CommuniO; p. *1 Oct. 2017) last
accessed on Dec. 10, 2021, at:
https: / /www.us fa. fema.gov/downloads /pdf/publications /wildfires protect yourself and your co
mmunitv.pdf and enclosed with Futurewise’s letter to Office of Planning and Development on the
scope of the EIS (jan. 2, 2019
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a residential development when “flames closed over the hood of his patrol car, and he was forced to
retreat
. .

The high-density R-1 zoning is also applied to areas served by one lane roads. One example is the
North Fork of Gold Creek, south of Carlton in the Methow Valley, which is a US Forest Service
road accessing Foggy Dew Campground and several trailheads. Alternative I and the zoning map
designates the lower North Fork road is as R-1, with a one-acre minimum lot size. The North Fork
road is a poorly maintained one lane U.S. Forest Service road with no constructed turnouts, a steep
cut bank on one side, and a steep drop-off into the North Fork of Gold Creek on the other side.
During the previous two fires (Buckhorn Fire, 2012; Carlton Complex, 2014 fire crews or residents
had to pull o~ er onto the narrow shoulder in order to pass by each other.

1 .1

Five-acre zoning is also served by narrow one-lane roads. Private land in an inholding on the Middle
Fork of Gold Creek within the National Forest boundaries is zoned Rural 5, with a five-acre
minimum lot size.
Two ways out is important to protect the safety of property owners, residents, and firefighters. The
three firefighters who died in the Twisp River Fire in Okanogan County in the summer of 2015,
died on a relatively short dead-end road serving six houses. A fourth firefighter was severel3
injured in the fire and a three-person bulldozer team was trapped on the same road. If the area had
two ways out, it is possible the firefighters would not have had to drive down a road in zero
visibility and would not have crashed. The EIS needs to analyze the impacts of allowing
development in areas with only one way out or one lane roads on public safety and firefighting and
sheriff department resources. The EIS did not compare the number of homes that can be built on
dead-end roads and one lane roads and the feasibility of evacuating these areas. Potential mitigating
measures also need to be identified in the EIS to address these hazards.
The Okanqgan Counfy C’ommuni~y Wildfire Protection Plan states that it “will be incorporated” into the
comprehensive plan “as a tool for decision makers to further their knowledge of specific high risk
areas in order to make more informed decisions on how development should occur in those
areas.” The Okanogan County Community Wildfire Protection Plan also includes as an action item
-‘

~ Ann McCreary, Methow Valley News Online No relie/~ Vail~y copes with impact of newfires, storms,
outa~ges and evacuations p. 3 of 5 (Aug 7, 2014) enclosed with Futurewise’s letter to Office of Planning
and Development on the scope of the EIS (Jan. 2, 2019
~ Email from Isabelle Spohn Sept. 5, 2014 enclosed with Futurewise’s letter to Office of Planning
and Development on the scope of the EIS (Jan. 2, 2019.
Washington State Department of Natural Resources, Twisp River Fire Fatalities and Entrapments
Inter~gen~y L€arnin~g Review Status Report pp. 8 —9 & pp. 15 18 of 24 18 November 2015 accessed on
Dec. 10, 2021, at: https://~~Idfiretoda~ .com/documents/Twisp River Fire Status Report.pdf and
enclosed with Futurewise’s letter to Office of Planning and De~ elopment on the scope of the EIS
(Jan. 2, 2019
Id
—

2

3ldatp. 15of24.
~ Okanogan County Community Wildfire Protection Plan Committee, Okanqgan Counfj, Washington
Community Wildfire Protection Plan p. 8 2013 Update).
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to “[i]ncorporate the Okanogan County Community Wildfire Protection Plan into the Okanogan
County Comprehensive Plan, where applicable.” The proposed comprehensive plan does not
include the provisions called for by the Communi~’y Wildfire Protection Plan. For example, the Comirnini~y
Wildfire Protection P/an recommended the adoption of “stringent regulations to insure fire-safe
development of rural subdivisions (see FIRE WISE or similar programs for specific
recommendations
However, the proposed comprehensive plan only states in Objective “WF-1.8
Support programs available for firesafe communities’ i.e. Fire Wise etc.” So the comprehensi’~ e
plan does not direct the adoption of Firewise recommendations. But the EIS does not disclose this
serious inconsistency between the comprehensive plan and the Community Wildfire Protection Plan. The
EIS needs to analyze the Community Wildfire Protection Plan recommendations and how the proposal
will address them. The EIS must also identify measures to mitigate these impacts. The deadly Twisp
River fire was caused by trees growing up into power lines. One potential mitigating measure that
should be identified in the DEIS is requiring that new power lines be constructed underground in
new land divisions and residential and commercial developments in parts of the county where trees
or other vegetation have the potential grow into power lines causing wildfjres.
.“

The Okanogan County Cornmuni~y Wildfire Protection Plan explains that in their natural condition the
county’s existing agricultural lands had some of the highest risk for wildiand fires. Corn erting
“much of the landscape historically prone to frequent fires” to agriculture has lowered the risk of
wildiand fires.8 The Community Wildfire Protection Plan states “[t]he preservation of a viable agricultural
economy in Okanogan County is integral to the continued management of wildfire risk in this
region.”81 The impacts of converting this farmland to rural residential development on community
fire safet3 as provided for in the proposed comprehensive plan alternatives must be anal3 zed in the
EIS and mitigation measures identified.
The status of the mitigation measures on pages 42 to 44 is unclear. Are these proposed mitigation
measures, required mitigation measures, or just ideas the Count5 ma~ consider? This needs to be
clarified.

Id atp.96.
Id The Firewise ToolkitA Guide to Firewise Principles were last accessed on Aug. 23, 2018 at:
https: www.nfpa.org
media Files/Firewise/Toolkit FirewiseToolkit.ashx?la~cn and enclosed
with Futurewise’s letter to Office of Planning and Development on the scope of the EIS Oan. 2,
2019).
Okanogan County Draft Comprehensive Plan p. 22 (Nov. 4, 2021).
8 Pages from the State of Washington Department of Natural Resources, Twiip River &ire Iiwestz~gation
-

Report Intident Number 1351 (15-V-JIS~) pp. 35 36 of 38 last accessed on Dec. 10, 2021 at:
https://s3.documentcloud.org/docurnents/284083 1/Pages-From Twisp-Ri~ er-Fire Investigation
Reporr.pdf and enclosed with Futurewise’s letter to Office of Planning and Development on the
scope of the EIS Oan. 2, 2019).
Okanogan County Community Wildfire Protection Plan Committee, Okano~gan County, Washington
Co,nmunify Wild/ire Protection Plan p. 97 2013 pdate
—

81

Id
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3.5 Plants and Animals pages 45 and 46
The SEPA Rules, in WAC 197-11-444(1)(d), identify as elements of the environment that must be
analyzed if the proposal will adversely impact them to include “[p]lants and animals” including
“[h]abitat for and numbers or diversity of species of plants, fish, or other wildlife,” “[u]nique
species,” and “[f]ish or wildlife migration routes
. .

WAC 365 190-130 2 defines the fish and wildlife habitat consen ation areas that must be designated
and conserved in the Okanogan County critical areas regulations to include:
a Areas where endangered, threatened, and sensitive species have a primar3
association;
(b) Habitats and species of local importance, as determined locally;
e) Naturally occurring ponds under twent3 acres and their submerged aquatic beds
that provide fish or wildlife habitat;
f) Waters of the state;
(g) Lakes, ponds, streams, and rivers planted with game fish by a governmental or
tribal entity; and
h State natural area preserves, natural resource conservation areas, and state wildlife
areas.
So, the Draft EIS must analyze impacts on fish and wildlife habitats beyond just the habitats of
endangered and threatened species. WAC 197-1 1-440(6)(a) requires that for the elements of the
environment significantly affected b~ the proposed action, “the EIS shall describe the existing
environment that will be affected b3 the proposal, analyze significant impacts of alternatives
including the proposed action, and discuss reasonable mitigation measures that would significantly
mitigate these impacts.” However, the Draft ElS does not adequately analyze the impacts of the
four alternatives on plants and animals and their habitats. For example, at the densities allowed in
the comprehensive plan and zoning, many shrub-steppe species will be adversel3 affected. The
allowed densities will also adversely impact native bird, mammal, amphibian, and reptile species in
other habitats types.83 The alternatives allow high density development throughout large areas of the

82J. M. Azerrad, K. A. Divens, M. F. Livingston, M. S. Teske, H. L. Ferguson, andJ. L. Davis,
Mana~gement retwumendations for Washingon ‘s priorify habitats: mana~gin~g shrub-steppe iii developin~g landscapes p.
16 (Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife, Olympia, WA: 2011) last accessed on Dec. 10,
2021, at: https://w dfw.wa.gov/publications/0l333 and enclosed with Futurewise’s letter to Office
of Planning and Development on the scope of the EIS (Jan. 2,2019).
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife, Landscape Planning/or Washington’s Wildlzjè: Managing
for.Biodiuersify in Developii~gAreas p. 1-1 Ol)mpia, WA: 2009 last accessed on Dec. 10, 2021 at:
https://wdf\v.wa.gov/publications/00023 and enclosed with Futurewise’s letter to Office of
Planning and Development on the scope of the ElS (Jan. 2, 2019.
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county. This will increase human and animal interactions. This may harm people and property and
result in the affected animals being relocated or killed. The DEIS does not analyze and disclose any
of these impacts and note the differing impacts between the alternatives. The EIS must include this
information.

1 23

The DEIS does not described any potential mitigating measures as SEPA requires. One potential
mitigating measure that should be identified is to update the Okanogan County critical areas
regulations to comply with the Growth Management Act. Okanogan County was required to update
its critical areas regulations by December 1, 2013 and failed to meet this deadline and the update is
now eight years overdue.
The Draft ETS does not accurately analyze the impacts of the development allowed by the
comprehensive plan on plants and animals. The zoning code does not include any impervious
surface limits for any zone that would protect water quality and instream habitats.85 The following
rural zones have ~ lot coverage requirements: The Minimum Requirement (MR), Rural 1 (RI),
Rural 5 (R5 , Rural 20 (R20), Agriculture (AG), Commercial C , and Neighborhood Commercial
(NC).8 There are no numeric caps on removing native vegetation. So in most of the county, the
zoning ordinance allows the removal of all native vegetation and the paving over of the entire lot
unless some of the lot is within certain shoreline setbacks or critical areas buffers. There are many
permitted and conditional uses in many zones that damage fish and wildlife habitat. For example,
acid manufacturing is a conditional use in the Minimum Requirement (MR , Rural I (RI , Rural 5
(R5 , and Rural 20 (R20 zones. There are many other destructive uses allowed in large areas of the
count) as well. None of these provisions were analyzed in the Draft EIS.
This section does not disclose that the critical areas ordinance CAO is out of date and has not been
updated as state law requires. This disclosure is needed to that decision makers can judge whether
fish and wildlife habitats are adequately protected.

3.6 Transportation on pages 47 to 49 must analyze the impacts of the
comprehensive plan and zoning code updates and alternatives on the county
road system and state highway system
As was documented above, WAC 197-11-440(6) (a) requires that for the elements of the
environment significanti) affected b3 the proposed action, “the EIS shall describe the existing
environment that will be affected b3 the proposal, analyze significant impacts of alternatives
including the proposed action, and discuss reasonable mitigation measures that would significantl3
~ RCW 36.70A.130.
Okanogan County Code 0CC Title 17A Zoning accessed on Sept. 16, 2019, at:

85

https: www.okanogancount) .org planning
0CC l7A.030.090, 0CC I7A.040.090, 0CC 17A.050.090, 0CC 17A.060.090, 0CC 17A.070.090,

8

0CC 17A.100.090, and 0CC 17A.180.090.
870CC Title 17A Zoning.
88 0CC 17A.220.010.
890CC I7A.220.010.
~ RCW 36.70A.130.
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mitigate these impacts.” Transportation systems, vehicular traffic, and traffic hazards are elements of
the environment that must be evaluated in the EIS because the proposed comprehensive plan and
zoning regulations will have a probable significant adverse impact on transportation, traffic, and
traffic hazards.91 In addition, the Planning Enabling Act, in RCW 36.70.330(2), requires the
comprehensive plan to include “[a] circulation element consisting of the general location, alignment
and extent of major thoroughfares, major transportation routes, trunk utilit) lines, and major
terminal facilities, all of which shall be correlated with the land use element of the comprehensi~ e
plan
The impacts of planned development on both the transportation system and the
transportation element should be analyzed in the EIS.

1 24

....“

Unfortunately, the Draft EIS contains little information on the existing conditions. Page 47
references a transportation appendix but it was not included with the Draft EIS. There is no
information on the state highways that carry significant traffic volumes within and two and from the
county.
The Draft EIS does not analyze the significant impacts of alternatives on the transportation system
including county roads and state highways. This is puzzling because the prior Draft EIS on page 25
states that “concerns expressed by the County engineer center on the potential cost of improving
the primitive roads as required by law if the average dail3 trips ADTUs) exceeds 100.” The Draft
EIS does not disclose that ten or eleven houses will typicall) generate 100 ADT. The Draft EIS
does not analyze or disclose which alternatives are likely to increase traffic volumes on the county’s
primitive roads or which alternatives will increase primitive road volumes over 100 a~ erage dali3
trips. Nor is there an explanation for why the County Engineer’s concerns are not included in the
Draft EIS.
Similarly, the DEIS on page 48 states that “the interim a review of the road system map combined
with the basin specific buildable land calculation done in each WRIA under county jurisdiction in
conjunction with the building permit history should be reviewed for roads that seem more likel3 to
exceed the threshold of 100 ADTs.” Again, it is the EIS that is required to do this anal) sis.
The DEIS on page 48 states that for the backcountry road analysis “[t]he scope of work for the
anal) sis should include an assessment of the potential buildout of areas served by primitive roads
and an anal) sis of the comparative costs to upgrade the different roads.” This stud3 is currentl3
underwa3. Is that assessment included in the scope or work? The Draft EIS does not sa).
The Draft ElS does not discuss man3’ reasonable mitigation measures that would significantly
mitigate these impacts or other transportation impacts as WAC 197-11-440(6)(a requires. Perhaps
the closest the Draft EIS comes to discussing a mitigation measure is that statement on page 48 that
“[a]reas served b3 these roads should be considered for zone designations that allow less intense
uses or be identified as areas where the cost of improvements is born more directly by the
developer, such as through a clustering requirement with development standards.” But the Draft
91

\XAC 197-11-444(2)(c);WAC 197-11-4406.

Institute of Transportation Engineers, Trz~ Generation p. 257 Fifth Edition: 1991 cited pages
enclosed with Futurewise’s letter to the Okanogan Count) Office of Planning and De~ elopment
Sept. 18, 2019

_____
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EIS never explains how clustering will prevent the need to upgrade the primitive roads with their
high costs. Eleven houses on eleven acres in an R-1 zone or eleven houses on one acre in an R-1
zone will still generate more than the 100 average daily trips that require improvements to primitive
roads.
The Draft EIS also does not include any traffic projections for an3 of the alternatives. This section is
not adequate under SEPA.

3.7 Land Use and Housing on pages 49 and 50 must analyze the impacts of the
comprehensive plan alternatives and zoning code update on farm and ranch
land
Soils and agricultural crops are elements of the environment that must be evaluated in the ETS
because the proposed comprehensive plan and zoning regulations will have a probable significant
adverse impact on these resources.93 In 2017, Okanogan Count5 had 1,231,899 acres of land in
farms, a broad category that includes the land owned, leased, and rented by a farming operation but
not federal or state grazing allotments.94 The Washington State Department of Agriculture Crop
Distribution Geodatabase identifies the fields that had crops growing in 2017 and the characteristics
of those crops.95 Unfortunately, Comprehensive Plan Alternative I and the zoning code update
designates and zones most of the farmland for rural residential development. This is a significant
adverse impact that must be analyzed in the EIS and potential mitigating measures must be
identified. Unfortunately, the EIS does not address this issue which is important to the Okanogan
Count5 economy and communit3. This violates SEPA.

~ WAC 197-11-444 1 d); WAC 197-11-440 6.
~ United States Department of Agriculture National Agricultural Statistics Service, 2017 Census of
4griculture Washin&to,z State and C~oun~y Data Volume 1 Geographic Area Series Part 47 AC-I 7-A-47
Table 8. Farms, Land in Farms, Value of Land and Buildings, and Land Use: 2017 and 2012 p. 286
(Issued April 2019 accessed on Sept. 17, 2019 at:
httpc: www.nass.usda.gov Publications \gCensus/201 Full_Report \ olume_l,_Chaptcr_2_Co
unr~ Leve1/\\~ashington and Table 8 enclosed with the paper original of Futurewise’s letter to the
Okanogan County Office of Planning and De~ elopment (Sept. 18, 2019 ; United States Department
of Agriculture National Agricultural Statistics Service, 2017 Census ofAgriculture Washingfon State and
County Data Volume 1 Geographic Area Series Part 47 AC-17-A-47 Appendix B p. B-13 (Issued
April 2019 accessed on Sept. 17, 2019 at:
http~: www.nass.usda.go3 Publications \gCensus 2017 FuH_Report \ olume_l,_Chapter_2_Co
unt~ _Le3 e1/\~ashington/ and Appendix B enclosed with the paper original of Futurewise’s letter to
the Okanogan County Office of Planning and Development Sept. 18, 2019
2017 WSDA Crop Distribution Metadata accessed on Dec. 20, 2018, at:
http: /agr.wa.gov/PestFert/NatResources/ -\gLandUse.aspx and enclosed with Futurewise’s letter
to Office of Planning and Development on the scope of the EIS (Jan. 2, 2019 This data can be
downloaded as a GIS file from this webpage or the data can be viewed online from a link on this
webpage.
.
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Further, the draft comprehensive plan on page 18 provides as that one of the strategies to “Make A
Clear, Conscious Connection Between Watershed Planning and Land Use Planning in Okanogan
County is:

______
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WR-1.3 Acknowledge that agricultural lands will be converted to other uses The
conversion of agricultural land to other activities results in different demand on
water supply. Options should be pursued to keep those lands that are not identified
for such conversion in viable production.
The Draft EIS does not analyze this strategy at all. What agricultural lands are planned for
conversion? What will be the impacts? Will this strategy increase demand for water or reduce it?
Since the agricultural lands are currently reducing wildfire hazards this conversion which will bring
more people and result in more ignitions will increase wildfire hazards.9~ How will the increased
wildfire hazards be mitigated? The Draft ElS does address any of these important questions. This
violates WAC 197-1 1-440(6) (a).

Other Comments
The Draft EIS refers to appendices on pages 29, 41, 42, 47, and 51. These appendices are not
included with the Draft ETS and are not a~ ailable on the Comprehensive Plan Update webpage as of
this writing. It is not possible to fully review the Draft ElS until these appendices are made available.
Thank ~ou for considering our comments. If you require additional information, please contact Tim
at telephone 206-343-0681 Ext. 102 or email: tim@futurewise.org.
Very

Truly Yours,

Tim Trohimo~ ich, UcP
Director of Planning and Law Futurewise

Lorah Super
96

Okanogan County Community \Vildfire Protection Plan Committee, Okanc~gan Cozm~y, Washington

Communify Wildfire Protection Plan p. 97 (2013 Update

1
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MVCC Program Director
(425)308-3851 cell
Enclosures in separate emails

From: Rocky Robbins
Sent: Thursday, December 2, 2021 11:20 AM
To: Stephanie Palmer <spalmer@co.okanogan.wa.us>
Subject: FW: Revised Fact Sheet for Comp Plan DEIS Addendum
Pete,
Below is the email I received by the Tribe regarding the DEIS Addendum.
Th~v~

Roc~

b~~v’~

PL~~ev ±
~

PL~v~v~v~o ~

5~9-42~-~L±~

From: John Davis (HSY) <John.Davis.HSY@covilletribes.com
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2021 5:15 PM
To: Angela Hubbard <ahubbard@co.okanogan.wa.us>
Cc: Guy Moura (HSY) <Guy.Moura@colvilletribes.com>; SEPA (DAHP) <sepa@dahp.wa.gov
Subject: RE: Revised Fact Sheet for Comp Plan DEIS Addendum
Angela,
We have reviewed the Okanogan County Draft Comprehensive Plan and Environmental Impact
Statement Addendum. We request ongoing consultation with CCTTHPO involving any capital projects
which may adversely affect cultural resources. We also request that the plan is updated to reflect that
Okanogan County will comply with state statutes pertaining to the protection of archaeological sites and
human remains (WAC 365-196-450).
https://app. leg.wa.gov/wac/defau lt.aspx?cite=365-196-450
Thank you for consulting with the CCT.
John M. Davis

Archaeologist Senior
History/Archaeology Program
Confederated Tribes of the Colville Reservation
Desk: (509) 634-2653
Cell: (509) 978-9198
John.Davis.HSYc~colviIletribes.com
Hours: M-Th, 7:OOam-5:3Opm

I
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Confederated rprlheq and Bands of
the Yakarna Nation

Established by the
1835

Treaty of June 9,

*

November 29, 2021
Sent via Electronic Mail
Pete Palmer, Director of Planning
OKAN0GAN CouNTy PLANNING DEPARTMENT

spalmer@co.okanogan.wa.us; mallen@co.okanogan.wa.us
RE:

COMMENTS ON OKAN0GAN COUNTY REVIsED COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AND REVIsED
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

Dear Director Palmer:
I write on behalf of the Yakama Nation Department of Natural Resources (“YN DNR”) to
provide comments on Okanogan County’s revised draft comprehensive plan (“Revised
Plan”), issued November 4, 2021, and draft Environmental Impact Statement (“Revised
DEIS”), issued November 3, 2021.
Yakama Nation has a significant interest in ensuring that Okanogan County develops a
comprehensive plan and related regulations that are consistent with applicable law and
sufficient to protect water quality and quantity, fish habitat, and other natural resources.1
These comments are organized into two sections, each section pertaining to one of the
documents currently under public review for comment.
1. Comments on the Revised Plan
YN DNR acknowledges and appreciates that the Revised Plan incorporates many of the
recommended goals and policies included in our March 20, 2018 letter regarding the
County’s proposed revision of its comprehensive plan and related regulations.2 In addition,
some of the requested language changes and formatting recommendations from our March
8, 2021 have since been incorporated that have further improved the logical flow and clarity
of the Revised Plan.3 These clarified goals and policies move the Revised Plan closer to
compliance with Washington’s Growth Management Act and Planning Enabling Act with
respect to water resources, fish habitat, and critical areas.
In submitting this comment, Yakama Nation does not waive its sovereign immunity from suit, nor does
it waive, alter, or otherwise diminish its sovereign rights, privileges, or remedies guaranteed by the
Treaty with the Yakamas of 1855 (12 Stat. 951). Furthermore, submission of this comment does not
substitute for formal consultation and Yakama Nation reserves the right to request consultation on the
Revised Plan and Revised DEIS as Tribal Council deems necessary.
2 To the extent there are comments in YN DNR’s March 20, 2018 letter that Okanogan County did not
incorporate. YN DNR resubmits those comments here.
~ To the extent there are comments in YN DNR.’s March 8, 2021 letter that Okanogan County did not
incorporate. YN DNR resubmits those comments here.

Post Oflice Box 151, Fort Road, Toppenish, WA 98948 (509) 865 5121

Despite the Revised Plan’s positive elements, YN DNR is concerned about the
recommended changes that Okanogan County did not include because the changes are
meant to bring the County’s land use regulations in compliance with Washington State law
and protect invaluable environmental resources.
For convenience, YN DNR has enclosed an additional redlined version of the Revised Plan
that provides exact language changes and rationale regarding the remaining recommended
edits. The remaining changes have been proposed in good faith by YN DNR to:
1. ensure inclusion of recommended policy, goal, or objective language from YN DNR’s
March 20, 2018 letter that the County did not clearly incorporate into the Revised
Plan, and which language is needed to ensure the Revised Plan is adequately
protective of water resources, fish habitat, and critical areas in the County;
2. reduce or eliminate seemingly contradictory statements of policies, goals, or
objectives, with the goal of improving certainty as to the Revised Plan’s policy
guidance; and
3. clarify confusing statements of policies, goals, or objectives relevant to water
resources and critical areas such that a diversity of readers could readily understand
the basic intent of each statement.
YN DNR urges Okanogan County to fully incorporate the attached edits for the reasons
explained throughout the attached draft to ensure the comprehensive plan is consistent
with the Growth Management Act and more closely aligns with the Planning Enabling
Act’s purpose of “assuring the highest standards of environment for living, and the
operation of commerce, industry, agriculture and recreation, and assuring maximum
economies and conserving the highest degree of public health, safety, morals and weffare.”4
2. Comments on the Revised DEIS
YN DNR appreciates that the Revised DEIS addresses many of the comments and concerns
we provided to the County in a comment letter on September 19, 2019. The Revised DEIS
provides a much clearer organizational framework for determining impacts on water
resources and habitat, and there is more clear discussion regarding existing data that
better helps inform an analysis of impacts caused by the Revised Plan. The Revised DEIS
is a marked improvement over the previous versions.

13.1
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However, YN DNR remains concerned that the following issues in the Revised DEIS make
it inconsistent with the requirements of the State Environmental Policy Act:
1. Due to our on-going concerns about unclear and contradictory statements within the
Revised Plan, it is difficult for us to agree that all of the conclusions reached in the
Revised DEIS are truly informed by the actual language in the plan itself.
2. It is unclear what preferred alternative has been selected by Okanogan County and
its direct relationship to the Revised Plan. We suggest clarifying the relationship
between the EIS and the comprehensive plan in the final documents.
RCW

§ 36.70.0 10.
Post OffIcc Box 151, Fort Road, ~I’oppenish, WA 98948 (509) 865 5121
2

3. The Revised DEIS provides a qualitative analysis on the potential impact of new
development on surface and groundwater resources. As we have previously stated,
~3.3
this analysis is still incomplete. The document should clearly analyze the potential
water resource impacts associated with each alternative. IJtilizing the future rates
of development, Okanogan County should develop a reach scale analysis of impacts
to creeks and streams and provide proposed mitigation for the anticipated impacts to
the stream.

_____
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3. Conclusion
The Revised Plan has the potential to affect important and sensitive natural resources
important to the Confederated Tribes and Bands of the Yakama Nation. It is critical that
Okanogan County proceed in a manner that will adequately protect these resources,
consistent with Washington’s Growth Management Act, Planning and Enabling Act, and
State Environmental Policy Act. To that end, the County should address the issues
described in this letter and its attachments prior to finalizing a new comprehensive plan.
If you have any questions about this letter or previous YN DNR comments, please contact
me at (509) 865-5121, ext. 4655, or phil_rigdon@yakama.com.
Sincerely,

Jn4~
PHIL RIGDON, SUPERINTENDENT
YAKAMA NATION DEPT. OF NATuRA1~ RESOURCEs

Enclosure:

Redlined Version of November 4, 2021 Draft Comprehensive Plan

Post Offlcc Box 151, Fort Road, Toppenish, WA 98948 (509) 865 5 21
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OKANOGAN COUNTY
FARM BUREAU
P0 Box 1387
Tonasket WA 98855

November 26, 2021
Ms. Stephanie Palmer
123 5th Avenue North, Suite 130
Okanogan, WA 98840
RE:

Draft Environmental Impact Statement Revision

Ms. Palmer:
On behalf of the Okanogan County Farm Bureau, I thank you for the opportunity to comment on the
Draft Environmental Impact State (DEIS) related to the Draft Comprehensive Plan update. While we
appreciate the work that went into drafting the revised DEIS, we are deeply disappointed our previous
comments (dated August 19, 2019 and March 1, 2021) were not addressed as part of this revision
process. It appears the county has focused its attention on the concerns raised by special interest
environmental groups and has given no deference to other concerns raised related to the original DEIS.
This raises serious issues with regard to potential violation of the Appearance of Fairness Doctrine.

14.1
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We are deeply concerned with what appears to be procedural errors associated with the issuance of the
revised DEIS. The legal notice coupled with the revised DEIS lack consistency and are unclear. For
example, the legal notice states:
“Agencies, affected tribes, and members of the public are invited to comment on the DEIS
addendum and the revised comprehensive plan. The deadline for submitting comments is
December 10, 2021 at 5:00 p.m. You may submit your comments in writing or electronically to:
mallen@co.okanogan.wa.us or mailed or delivered to 123 5~ Ave N. Suite 130, Okanogan WA
98840.” (emphasis added)

_____
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The revised DEIS clearly indicates the DEIS was revised and reissued for comment, but the legal notice
clearly states this is a comment period for the DEIS Addendum. As we are confident you are aware, a
DEIS Addendum is functionally different than a newly issued DEIS. This inconsistency raises questions
regarding the validity of the legal notice.
In addition, the DEIS contains a deadline for public comment that is inconsistent with the published legal
notice. The DEIS states the deadline for written comments is December 8, 2021, but the deadline for
written comments stated in the legal notice is December 10, 2021. Again, this inconsistency raises
issues regarding the validity of the legal notice.
The DEIS also states the Planning Commission will hold a public hearing on “November 22, 2021 and will
take up final review after the close of the comment period on December 10, 2021.” Unfortunately, this
schedule is inconsistent with the published legal notice, which states the Planning Commission will hold

______
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a public hearing on November 29, 2021. In addition, the legal notice for the revised DEIS is inconsistent
with the legal notice for the draft Comprehensive Plan. As stated above, the legal notice for the revised
DEIS states the comment deadline is December 10, 2021 for the revised DEIS AND draft Comprehensive
Plan. However, the legal notice for the draft Comprehensive Plan states the deadline for comments is
November 29, 2021. This is a significant inconsistency and raises issues regarding the validity of the
legal notices. We would also note that it would be impossible for the Planning Commission to give any
comments received on December 10, 2021 due consideration at a continued public hearing on the same
day.

I~•~ I

Given the inconsistencies between the legal notices and the revised DEIS noted above, it is unclear when
the public hearing on the revised DEIS will be held, what the actual comment deadline is, and whether
the Planning Commission is holding a public hearing on the DEIS Addendum or revised DEIS. We believe
these inconsistencies render the documents and legal notices sufficiently unclear to the public and,
therefore, are invalid. We would note, in Barrie v. Kitsap County, the Washington State Supreme Court
ruled that a legal notice which contains information which misleads concerned members of the public is
invalid and void.
When describing all of the alternatives being considered in the DEIS (Section 2), the county lists the
percentages for each land use designation based on the total county land mass. Unfortunately, this
methodology is flawed in that it fails to consider the fact that almost 80% of Okanogan County’s land
mass is publicly owned and less than 20% of the remaining land area is suitable for development. This
leads to a failure to consider the long-term impacts associated with the disproportionately high public
land ownership.
Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 would all decrease development potential in rural Okanogan County and
potentially impact property valuation. All taxing districts, especially schools, rely on property valuation
as a funding source. Reduced property values due to increased regulatory constraints could impact the
funding necessary for their day-to-day operations. We can find no analysis in the DEIS related to
economic impacts to taxing districts resulting from Alternatives 2, 3, and 4.
Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 may result in a reduction of property values on undeveloped lots stemming from
increased regulatory burdens or the inability to develop these parcels. This reduction in property values
could lead to a valuation shift and a tax shift resulting in developed parcels significantly increasing in
value. We can identify no analysis in the DEIS related to the impacts Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 may have
on affordable housing in Okanogan County.
Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 all appear to rely on larger lot sizes to protect agricultural resource lands from
incompatible uses and to preserve prime soils. It appears residential clustering may be allowed in
limited circumstances based on on-site conditions. While we appreciate the county’s desire to protect
agricultural resource lands, we believe large lot sizes contemplated under Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 fail to
provide the necessary flexibility needed to keep agriculture profitable. We would note, the County
cannot legislate profitability of agriculture and a landowner’s inability to sell small, marginally
productive parcels (outside of clustering) could greatly impact an agricultural producer’s ability to
overcome financial obstacles on a year-to-year basis. This is especially true for those reliant on grazing
of public lands, which regularly experience wildfires that impact livestock forage. We can find no
analysis of the fiscal impacts associated with Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 in the DEIS.

_____
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The DEIS contains a discussion related to water resources within Okanogan County and references the
2020 Watershed Plan for the Okanogan River Basin (WRIA 49). Within that discussion the DEIS
references the “21 projects and actions that, together, will offset approximately 3.85 cfs of stream flow
impacts, or approximately 13 times the 0.28 cfs potential consumptive use impacts to instream flows
projected to occur in the basin over the next 20 years.” We would note some of the “21 projects and
actions” are reliant on the purchase, transfer and/or change of use of existing water rights associated
with agricultural activities. We can identify no analysis in the DEIS related to the impacts Alternatives 2,
3, and 4 may have on agricultural resource lands associated with the purchase, transfer and/or change
of use of these water rights to mitigate the potential consumptive use impacts, especially at a rate 13
times greater than needed.
Again, on behalf of the Okanogan County Farm Bureau, I thank you for the opportunity to comment on
the revised DEIS.
Sincerely,

Thth Ew~’
Dick Ewing, President
Okanogan County Farm Bureau

State of Washington

Department of Fish and Wildlife

Mailing Address 640 Jasmine Street, Omak WA 98841
Main Office Location Natural Resources Building, 1111 Washington Street SL Olympia WA 98501

6 December 2021

Stephanie Palmer, Director of Planning
Okanogan County Office of Planning and Development
123 5th Avenue North, Suite 130
Okanogan, WA 98840
—

SUBJECT: Okanogan County Comprehensive Plan Draft Environmental Impact Statement

Dear Ms. Palmer:
On behalf of the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW) thank you for the opportunity to
comment on the four alternatives presented in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the
proposed revisions to Okanogan County’s Comprehensive Plan. WDFW’s role in Comp Plan updates and
ElS reviews is based on our agency mandate to perpetuate fish, wildlife, and their habitat (RCW
77.04.012). In Okanogan County we are only able to fulfill this mandate in partnership with the County,
who has the authority and responsibility to regulate land use, and in partnership with landowners who
steward the land. Our role in this review is to provide science based technical assistance related to fish,
wildlife, and their habitat. The advice we offer can help you establish policies and regulations that
designate and protect critical areas, include best available science, and give special consideration to
anadromous fisheries (RCW 36.70A.172). Our goal is to provide you current, accurate and complete
scientific and technical information to help you meet or exceed the No Net Loss standard for protection
of ecosystem functions and values. In keeping with our role as your technical advisor, we offer these
observations and recommendations.
We appreciate the strides Okanogan County has taken to develop a Comprehensive Plan that can serve
the County over the next 20 years. We are encouraged by Okanogan County’s efforts to include
protections of Fish and Wildlife Habitat Conservation Areas (FWHCA5) and for recognizing the need for
an ordinance to regulate filling and grading permitting prior to further to development of a site.
We support Alternatives 3 & 4 of the DEIS or, a hybrid of the two. They present the best opportunity to
achieve no net loss of ecosystem functions and values while still realizing your vision for the county.
The DEIS identifies that growth accommodated under the Comprehensive Plan could result in impacts to
plants and animals and discusses mitigation measures but does not identify a standard of achieving no
net loss of ecosystems’ functions and values (WAC 365-196-830(4)). It also does not identify measures
to achieve the standard of maintaining viable populations of species and not creating isolated subpopulations (WAC 365-190-130(1)). Diverse, fully functioning ecosystems benefit the citizens of
Okanogan County in multiple ways including the opportunity for significant economic benefits from
fishing and hunting; the preservation of cultures, lifestyles, and livelihoods which center around fish and

_____
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WDFW Comments Okanogan County Comprehensive Plan DEIS
6 December 2021
Page 2
-

wildlife resources; and providing aesthetic and open space values which contribute to the quality of life
in our communities.
We recommend including the following objectives in the Comp Plan under Goal CA-2: Recognize the
importance of fish and wildlife habitat conservation areas while at the same time working towards a
balance between preservation of those lands and the continuation of agriculture, forestry, mining, and
managed growth.
Achieve, at a minimum, No Net Loss of ecosystem functions and values.
For lands with agricultural practices this objective will be assured by the Voluntary Stewardship
Program Work Plan (2015).
Maintain, at a minimum, viable populations of species and do not create isolated subpopulations. Strive to ensure that priority wildlife species do not become increasing imperiled
due to land use changes, habitat alteration, and other human activities, and will implement
measures contributing to priority species’ recoveries whenever possible.
To assure that endangered, threatened, candidate and other priority species do not become
increasingly imperiled and to provide measures that will contribute to species’ recoveries that
supports varying levels of protection consistent with the population status of a species.
Coordinate with adjoining jurisdictions to maintain habitat connectivity by protecting wildlife
areas, open space, and interconnecting corridors to form a continuous network of wildlife
habitat.
To protect significant habitat and open space areas, as well as interconnecting corridors, to form
a continuous network of wildlife habitat within and between jurisdictional boundaries.
We encourage the County to incorporate by reference the goals and objectives from the most current
Critical Areas Ordinance (CAO) and any subsequent updates to the CAO, into the Comprehensive Plan.
We remain available to assist you in producing a strong Comprehensive Plan and Critical Areas
Ordinance that will not only benefit fish and wildlife but also enhance the quality of life for the citizens
of the county. Please contact me if you have any questions concerning our comments or if we can be of
assistance in any way.
Regards,

Constance Iten
WDFW Region 2 Habitat Biologist
cc:

Carmen Andonaegui, WDFW Region 2 Habitat Program Manager
Brock Hoenes, WDFW Region 2 Director
Mary Huff, Land Use Conservation & Policy Section Manager
Scott Kuhta, Department of Commerce Senior Planner, Growth Management Services
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From: Sirinda Krueger <sirindakru~hotmaiI.com>
Sent: Friday, December 10, 2021 12:27 PM
To: Morgan Allen <mallen~co.okanogan.wa.us>
Subject: RE: Comp Plan still open for comments?/Here are my DEIS comments
Hi Morgan,
Thank you for your response. I would like to make some comments about the DEIS. My
understanding is that an alternative 4 has been submitted that includes some ideas that I fully
support.

6 1

First and foremost is the issue of water availability. As a homeowner depending on a well, I am very
concerned about over extending water supplies by allowing too much growth. The recent issue
where the county had been allowing lots to be subdivided and a second exempt well dug is an
example of poor planning practices that I object to. There are examples in the Methow of existing
homeowner wells drying up. Additional growth needs to be very carefully controlled to protect our
limited water supply. As I said, I depend on my well and I don’t want water availability to be
corn promised.

62
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I also understand that Alternative 4 provides more direction related to Wildfire protection and 16 ~
planning. I also encourage the county to provide more resources in this area. (Kirsten at the
16.4
Conservation District is doing a great job I appreciate her help.) As the Cedar Creek Fire burned to 116.5
my property line, I am painfully aware of the issues. Wildfire is a major concern for all of Okanogan
County’s communities and I feel that the County should encourage preparedness on all levels.
6.6

I

—

Please consider my comments to be an encouragement for alternative 4.
Thank you,
Sirinda Krueger

I 16.7 I
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To: Okanogan County Planning Commission
and
Planning Director Stephanie “Pete” Palmer
From: Isabelle Spohn
P0 Box 24
Twisp, Wa 98856
509-997-4425
isabelle.spohn@gmail.com
12 9 2021
Electronically submitted to mallen~co.okanogan.wa.us

Comment on 11/4/2021 Draft of Okanogan County Comprehensive Plan
And 11/3/2021 Draft Environmental Statement
Thank you for this opportunity to comment. This draft Environmental Statement is
quite improved over the last draft. However, I believe there are still difficulties
concerning compliance with SEPA, and I hope they can be addressed. It is
important to do it right this time. If that means requesting an extension to any
current deadlines, that should be done. I don’t think the county can afford to stretch
this out much longer.

1.) SOME STATEMENTS IN THE DEIS AND POSSIBLE MITIGATIONS
DISCUSSED IN THE DEIS HAVE NO SUPPORTING LANGUAGE IN THE
DRAFT COMP PLAN. It is almost as if the writers put some items in the DEIS
that should have been in the Comp Plan (as an afterthought.) However, that is not
the purpose of an EIS.
The unclear, vague, or sometimes conflicting statements in the November 4th edition of
the Comprehensive Plan make it difficult for the DEIS to fulfill the requirements of
SEPA. Conclusions or mitigations mentioned in this DEIS aren’t backed up with
language of the Comp Plan itself, rendering them somewhat meaningless.
*For example, consider this dilemma: The Community Wildfire Protection Plan is
mentioned in several places in the DEIS, but it is not even mentioned in the Draft
Comprehensive Plan regarding “Wildfire.” Nor is the CWPP attached to the Draft in an
Appendix, nor incorporated by reference into the Draft Comp Plan.

____
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Instead, the conclusions or mitigations in this DEIS appear to be someone’s idea of what
could or should happen. Consider this DEIS statement: “The Community Wildfire
Protection plan should be revised so as to bland a variety of public educational processes
and regulatory requirements which both reduce the possibility of wildfire ignition, at least
by human causes, and the resistance of structures to wildfire through fire resistant
materials and defensible space.” Then why wasn’t timely revision of the CWPP
mentioned in the Draft Comp Plan in goals and policies?
*Although the “Vision Statement” in the Draft Comp Plan includes: “thriving fish and
wildlife populations, abundant recreational opportunities and nourished by clean air,
clean water and a healthy environment,” there are no goals or policies addressing air
quality, a brief mention of water quality aside from potability (almost all the water
sections emphasize water quantity), and no goals or policies regarding the state’s largest
and highly valued migratory mule deer herd other than to “encourage deer passable
fencing.’ The DEIS doesn’t recognize nor address these or other contradictions,
although there have been many studies as to various issues and impacts upon this
Mule Deer herd and various needs for its protection (protection of staging areas and
migration routes, protection against packs of dogs and traffic, etc.)
2.) IS THERE A FULL RANGE OF REASONABLE ALTERNATIVES IN
THIS DEIS?
There’s one obvious and reasonable alternative that is not currently listed in the recent Draft
Comp Plan for analysis in the EIS: Change in Comprehensive Planning and Zoning for the
Methow Valley, which is under pressure of water scarcity and (related) vulnerability to fire.
An updated and accurate Methow Valley More Completely Planned Area (replacing the 1976
“Methow Valley Plan, An Addendum to Okanogan County’s Comprehensive Plan”) and updated
zoning for the MVMCPA (referred to in the District Use Chart as the “Methow Review
District”) should include the whole Methow River Watershed rather than only the northern
portion of WRIA 48 ,which is currently defined by the Methow Valley School District
boundaries. This change in boundaries of the MVMCPA should he added to at least least one of
the Alternatives. The reasons are historical, Geological, Biological, Water-related, Fire-related,
Ease of coordination with other governmental agencies, and Conservation of financial and other
resources. Please see my original Scoping Comment document for a full discussion of all these
reasons.
-

The Comprehensive Plan of November 4, 2021 does not acknowledge these comments, nor does
the Draft EIS mention the impact ofji~ considering the Methow Valley as one entity. The longoverdue update of the 1976 Methow Addendum to the Comprehensive Plan should be addressed
with AT LEAST a required date by which the Advisory Committee #3 should meet. (Advised in
both the 1976 Methow Addendum and the partially updated 2014 Comprehensive Plan.) With
our County’s ongoing history of “kicking the can down the road,” the good intentions referred to
by the Planning Department and County Commissioners as to Sub Areas in the Methow Valley
and inclusion of the Lower Methow cannot be relied upon without actual wording to that effect
in the Comprehensive Plan. Otherwise, another 45 years could go by without an update of the
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1976 Methow Valley Plan by the third recommended Citizen Advisory Committee. A date
needs to be mandated by which the initiation of this process would begin.

3.) WHICH ALTERNATIVE HAS BEEN CHOSEN AS “PREFERRED” FOR
PURPOSES OF THE DEIS?
There is no preferred Alternative mentioned in the DEIS. I do know that during during one
Planning Commission meeting, a combination of Alternative 3 and elements of other alternatives
was discussed. It was so confusing that a “Special Meeting” had to be called in order to confirm
that the PC wanted this “Alternative” sent on to the BOCC. But where has this this newly
constructed Alternative been put into writing where it can be viewed by the public? How
can the DEIS analyze a preferred alternative if it doesn’t exist anywhere in writing?

I~ ~ I

4.) WILDFIRE:
What is the environmental consequence of failure to address needed egress from the whole
Methow Valley in the case of widespread wildfire and closures of both paved highways? This
question remains unaddressed in the current DEIS and is likely applicable to other communities
also.
My 2019 Scopin~ Comment included this: “Ingress and Egress during Wildfire are best
determined by looking at natural geological boundaries and the roads that follow or navigate
them. A transportation plan which would include analysis of primitive and unpaved roads for fire
ingress and egress and evacuation routes dated after the Carlton Complex is very necessary
and has not been done. The Methow Valley is largely under the jurisdiction of the Methow
Ranger District. Of the 1,376 miles of roads all of Okanogan County owns, 726 of those miles
(35%) are gravel roads. of these 571 miles are designated as Primitive Roads. Thousands of
additional miles of Primitive Roads are owned by the Colville Tribes, the Washington State
Department of Natural Resources, as well as the Bureau of Land Management and the National
Forest service. Anything that can be done to make things more simple would be good. In the
Methow Valley, such roads are mostly the property of the Methow Ranger District and
Washington State DNR. Such coordinating activities with these agencies in determining fire
routes will be easiest, less costly, and more timely if the Methow Valley is considered as one
unit. “Other communities could be equally in need of direction. Think of the young couple and
child trapped in the Cold Springs fire. Could signage and labeling of escape routes have helped
them?
-

-

Current additional comment: Two documents are very important regarding Wildfire but are
not even mentioned in the Comprehensive Plan: The Community Wildlfire Protection Plan
(CWPP) and the All Hazards Mitigation Plan (now re-named the Multi-Hazard Mitigation plan
(MHMP.) These should be at least incorporated by reference into the Comprehensive Plan.
However, both are outdated and overdue for revision. What are the environmental consequences
of this lack of attention in the Comprehensive Plan? The DEIS doesn’t address this.
The Methow Valley is at risk due to limited escape routes from the Valley during
widespread wildfire activity. Other communities, such as the Chiliwist, could likely have
similar issues: Once already Highways 20 and 153 exit possibilities have been closed during

_____
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the same brief time period during large wildfires. In this event, additional escape routes are
crucial.
However, without the coordination of such agencies as the County, USFS, WA DNR, BLM, and
WA Dept of Wildlife, it s impossible for the public to know which roads are maintained for
vehicle traffic, which have dead ends, which are water barred, and which can only accommodate
4-Wheel Drive vehicles. Tragedy could result if people attempted to escape a fire on a dead-end
road. Exits on graveled or primitive roads are needed to the North (toward the Tiffanies and
Conconully), to the East (toward the Chilliwist and Brewster), and West (toward Chelan.)
However, at this time individuals would be at risk of being trapped by wildfire should they head
down a road that has a dead end, is impassible, or has a locked gate.

_____
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There is no plan to replace the necessary coordination that would address safe exit routes.
which would normally occur as a result of an updated CWPP or MHMP agreed to by the
necessary agencies. The results of this omission could be tragic. See my 12/10/202 1
comments on the Draft Comprehensive Plan for correspondence with the county’s consultant
regarding prospective dates for the updates of the CWPP and the MHMP, which have still not
materialized and are long overdue. In addition, the Circulation element of the Draft Comp Plan
shows county roads but does not display the connecting roads with other agencies’ roads that
could be utilized for escape from Wildfire nor what the condition of these roads is, or could be
expected to be.
-

5) FUTURE CLIMATE-RELATED POPULATION MIGRATION INTO
OKANOGAN COUNTY:
My previous 2019 comment remains unanswered: “Numerous populations across the
globe, including in the USA, have already been forced to relocate due to rising sea levels
and other conditions related to climate change. Analyze which Alternative could best
assure that affordable and necessary services could be delivered to new residences (or
residents) in case of unexpected population influx and growth due to human migration.”
I add this now: Since that first writing in 2019, we have already had a significant influx
of people here in the Methow from the “coast,” due apparently to the Covid- 19 virus. It
has added to a proliferation of small trailers, other temporary housing, and more
development, in at least the Methow Valley. (Disease is one acknowledged consequence
of climate change.)

____

I~•~ I

6) GEOLOGICAL HAZARDS: ALLUVIAL FANS
Alluvial fans often offer the illusion of a good building spot, being relatively flat and often
having good views. What supportive language in the Comprehensive Plan will prevent
substantial building and population, specifically upon alluvial fans which may slide again in
the future, particularly after Wildfire? This specific type of geological hazard should be
addressed. The environmental impact of more building in alluvial fans could be huge,
-
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particularly in the steep slopes of the Methow Valley, which is currently experiencing increased
development.

17.8
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7) AIR QUALITY:

My 2019 Scoping Comment: 43.2lC RCW: One purpose of SEPA is “to stimulate the health
and welfare of man.” Analyze the adequacy of supportive language in this document for
government planning to reduce health risks such as breathing wood smoke. It was formerly true
that humans were most exposed to woodsmoke during winter inversions. Now, however, in the
age of mega-fires, we breathe it year-round. In fact, in less fire-prone seasons, prescribed burning
is being encouraged as a restoration activity. What mitigations will be considered in order to
solve the problem of breathing year-round woodsmoke, and are they adequate? What will be the
cumulative impact of woodsmoke upon humans from heating, restoration activities, and wildfire
year-round?

Although clean air is recognized in the Comp Plan Vision Statement as being of great value
to the county’s residents, there are no goals or policies relating to protection of the air shed.
Okanogan County has no County Air Quality regulation nor any method of enforcing
overarching national or statewide statutes regarding PM 2.5 emissions from wood stoves,
fireplaces, forest restoration projects (such as prescribed burning) nor from other types of
outdoor burning such as yard and garden wastes.
There is no way that cumulative impacts of these sources in combination with recent wildfires is
addressed in this DEIS, particularly in terms of annual averages. Neither is the difference
between Primary PM 2.5 nor Secondary 2.5 standards of National Ambient air quality standards
addressed.
The impacts of second home owners and tourists during influx of these populations upon some
areas of the county during ski season or climate-related population migration is not addressed.
This is especially important to areas like the Methow Valley, a high mountain valley with
frequent inversions occurring particularly during ski season. The differences in ambient air
quality among differing development and population densities allowed as a result of the
“Preferred Alternative” (not even mentioned in this DEIS) is not addressed.

This analysis in the DEIS is woefully inadequate: “Okanogan County, however,
currently meets air quality standards under the National Ambient Air Quality
Standards (DOE) for carbon monoxide, lead, nitrogen dioxide, Ozone, Particulate
matter, and sulfur dioxide.” Does this refer to Primary or Secondary standards?
This further statement is no better: “Air quality impacts associated with growth in
the County under the medium growth scenario are not anticipated to result in the
exceedance (sic) of National Ambient Air Quality Standards.” Which standards?
How close will they come to excellence, and how often?

_____
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The pollutant of greatest importance in our county is PM-2.5 particulate matter
particularly from wood stoves or fireplaces and wildfire. While writing this
document today, I checked the Purple Air website for AQ data here in the Methow.
It has been a clear and sunny day, with no visible inversion, not too cold, with less
traffic than we often have, and less suspended dust from sanding of roads than
usual. The haze from woodsmoke that we sometimes have is not visible.
However, the below PM-2.5 particulate matter levels, as measured in Pine
Forest, which is higher than the Valley floor (and thus normally above
inversion layers) are here, below. These are not good signs:
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@ Pine Forest

Mitigations mentioned in this DEIS are fairly pathetic for a community that
values its clean air:
“Okanogan County’s emergency management system puts out public
announcement pertaining to air quality and personal safety during wildfire
situations pertaining to air quality and safety measures individuals should take if or
when working or going outside.”

J7

121

“Conditions are placed on permits to address air quality surrounding dust control,
marijuana growers, and other issues.”

According to the below info from the Federal Register, our air here in the Methow
Valley may not be exactly “clean,” even on a relatively clear day:
************************

See: 82686 Federal RegisterNol. 85, No. 244/Friday, December 18, 2020/Rules and
Regulations
SUMMARY: Based on the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) review of the air quality
criteria and the national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) for particulate matter (PM), the
Administrator has reached final decisions on the primary and secondary PM NAAQS. With
regard to the primary standards meant to protect against fine particle exposures (i.e., annual
and 24- hour PM2.5 standards), the primary standard meant to protect against coarse particle
exposures (i.e., 24-hour PMIO standard), and the secondary PM2.5 and PM1O standards, the
EPA is retaining the current standards, without revision. DATES: This final action is effective
December 18, 2020.
*********************

National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) I Air and Radiation I US EPA Page 1 of 2
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Air and Radiation
http:Ilepa.govlairlcriteria.htm I Last updated on Tuesday, October 21, 2014
You are here: EPA Home Air and Radiation National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)
The Clean Air Act, which was last amended in 1990, requires EPA to set National Ambient Air
Quality Standards (40 CFR part 50) for pollutants considered harmful to public health and the
environment. The Clean Air Act identifies two types of national ambient air quality standards.
Primary standards provide public health protection, including protecting the health of “sensitive”
populations such as asthmatics, children, and the elderly. Secondary standards provide public
welfare protection, including protection against decreased visibility and damage to animals,
crops, vegetation, and buildings.
EPA has set National Ambient Air Quality Standards for six principal pollutants, which are called
“criteria” pollutants. They are listed below. Units of measure for the standards are parts per
million (ppm) by volume, parts per billion (ppb) by volume, and micrograms per cubic meter of
air (j.iglm3).

_____
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[73 FR 16436, Mar 27, 2008]
primary and
8-hour secondary
0.075 Annual fourth-highest daily maximum 8- ppm (3) hr concentration averaged over 3 years
Particle Pollution Dec 14, 2012
PM2.5
primary Annual 12 pglm3 annual mean, averaged over 3 years
secondary Annual 15 pglm3 annual mean, averaged over 3 years
primary and secondary
24-hour 35 pg/m3 98th percentile averaged over 3 years
PM primary and 24-hour 150 Not to be exceeded more than once per 10 secondary pg/m3 year
on average over 3 years

Okanogan County has no Air Quality regulation nor method of enforcing overarching national or
statewide statutes regarding PM 2.5 emissions from wood stoves, fireplaces, forest restoration
projects (such as prescribed burning) nor from other types of outdoor burning such as yard and
garden wastes. There is no way that cumulative impacts of these sources in combination with
recent wildfires is addressed in this DEIS, particularly in terms of annual averages. Neither is
the difference between Primary PM 2.5 nor Secondary 2.5 standards of National Ambient air
quality standards addressed.
*

The impacts of second home owners and tourists upon the county during influx of these
populations upon some areas of the county during ski season or climate-related population
migration is not addressed. This is especially important to areas like the Methow Valley, a high
mountain valley with frequent inversions occurring particularly during ski season.)

*

The differences in ambient air quality among differing development and population densities
allowed as a result of the Preferred Alternative (not even mentioned in this DEIS) is not
addressed.

17.141

Impacts of impaired Air Quality can be severe. Jere’s just one sample from the Federal
Register:
ii. Cardiovascular Effects Long-Term PM2.5 Exposures : The available evidence examining
the relationship between long-term PM,5 exposure and cardiovascular morbidity has greatly
expanded since the 2009 ISA, with positive associations reported in several cohorts examining a
range of cardiovascular outcomes (U.S. EPA, 2019, section 6.2). Though results for
cardiovascular morbidity are less consistent than those for cardiovascular mortality (U.S. EPA,
2019, section 6.2), recent studies provide some evidence for associations between long-term
~M25 exposures and the progression of cardiovascular disease, including cardiovascular
morbidity (e.g., coronary heart disease, stroke) and atherosclerosis progression (e.g., coronary
artery calcification) (U.S. EPA, 2019, sections 6.2.2. to 6.2.9).
We need more attention paid to the Air Quality situation in this county in both the Draft
Comprehensive Plan and the Draft EIS. Where is the Best Available Science on this topic?

Thank you once again for this opportunity to comment. It would be better to improve the Comp
Plan and DEIS than to go through another round of litigation. Every effort should be made to do
so, seriously, sincerely, and in a very timely fashion that has this Planning effort as a top priority
for the county.
Sincerely yours,
Isabelle Spohn
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Mazoma Advisory Committee
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Claire Bunney
Midge Cross
Jim Gregg
Karen Reneau
Casey Smith
John Sunderland
C B Thomas

December 9, 2021
Stephanie Palmer
Director of Planning
Okanogan County Planning Department
123 5th Avenue North, Suite 130
Okanogan, Washington 98840
Via e-mail: spalmer@co.okanogan.wa.us
Re: Comments on DEIS dated November 3, 2021
Dear Ms. Palmer:
The Mazama Advisory Committee (MAC) appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on
the DEIS for the Proposed Revision to the Okanogan County Comprehensive Plan, presented
by Okanogan County Office of Planning and Development on November 3, 2021. As a group
appointed by the commissioners to provide advice for planning and land use regulations for the
More Completely Planned Area of Sub-unit A, we submit the following:
The Mazama Advisory Committee generally supports the concepts contained in DEIS
Alternative #2, as it applies to MAC’s area of concern.
We recommend that the Methow Valley MCPA, Sub Unit A plan be retained and remain in effect
throughout Okanogan County’s process of finalizing the EIS and Revised Comprehensive Plan.
Following the County’s adoption of the Final Environmental Impact Statement, review of the
environmental impacts on the preferred alternative, and additional proposed amendments to the
Revised Comprehensive Plan, the Mazama Advisory Committee has plans to provide
recommended updates to the Methow Valley MCPA, Sub Unit A plan, as well as the Methow
Valley MCPA Zoning Codes, to bring these critical documents into alignment with the newly
adopted Comprehensive Plan.

8 1
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Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,

Jim Gregg
For the Mazama Advisory Committee
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